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VOLUME XXV.
(Ljjf

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1861.

NUMBER 34,
amb.Mawam

gtmotralic

Robert Burns.
, Mr. Dawes desired no disrespect by wishing der at noon. About forty members were pres brethren on the tented field. Come with sup
Mississippi. What shall be done with it ? It crops, lest they they should fall into the hands
Wilson, in his defense of Robert Burns, de-1 tbe question referred. He wanted the House ent.
plies of clothing and with tents if you can pro must rot in the fields, or be burned for fuel.— of the Yankees.
IS published evert Tuesday morning bt
On motion of Mr. Hale, 12 o’clock was fixed cure them. Come with your guns of any de But the war not only cuts oft’ the avenues for I A conspiracy of Union men had been disnies that he was a drunkard, but admits his i 1° consider the subject in all its bearings. It
conviviality. In replying to a charge that on j should be ascertained whether this gentleman for daily sessions.
scription that can be made to bring down a foe. the transportation of our produce to market, covered in New Orleans, causing great exciteL. HARPER,
one occasion Burns called for “ fresh supplies ■ was elected by 10, 20 or 100 votes in a district
The Senate concurred in the resolution of If you have no arms, come without them, and but it also cuts off the avenues through which I meat thejre. Many arrests had Deen made.
Office in Woodward Block, 3d Story. of liquor,” he admits the probability, and says: i " here 10,000 may be.cast. lie wanted a rule the House for the appointment of the joint we will supply you as far as that is possible ; we have received our groceries, fruits, and the
‘‘For there is not, in nature or in art, a sadder
could.stand by in future.
committee to wait on the President; and ap bring cooking utensils and rations for a few
'r«nc^R$2S57liTk I>°“*" p,r an”»”>> P»T«bl. in ad.
The subject was then referred to the Com pointed as a committee Messrs. Hale, Trum weeks ; bring blankets and heavy shoes ana ex greater part of the purchased necessaries oflife Great Alarm and Excitement at Rich
picture than an empty bottle standing in the
consumed by our families. Southern fruits, su
mond.
nSn'of lh“ “J”? ““th’i » “ •«« •>» «pibull and Latham.
centre of a circle equi-distant from three mittee on Elections.
tra bed clothing, if you have them ; bring no gar, coffee and other groceries which we for
Messrs.
Biddle
of
Pa.,
Burnham
of
Ct.,
Ben
friends.” Burns confessed to an occasional
Mr. Trumbull, of Ill., gave notice that he horses to remain with the army, except those merly received from New Orleans, now reach
Troops from Cotton States Going
mellowness in his writings. One verse is inim nett delegate from Colorado, and Wallace del would introduce a bill to-morrow to confiscate necessary for the baggage transportation.
llorac I
us by coming round by the way of New York
itable :
egate from Washington Territory, were sever the property of rebels, and to give freedom to
We must have 50,000 men! Give me those at an enormous expense, all of which we have
ally sworn in.
persons in Slave States.
Washington, Dec. 1.
men, and by the help of God, I will drive the to'pay, while it leaves a nice profit in the hands
The rising moon began to glow’r
Mr. Culvert presented a memorial of Mr.
Mr. Wilkinson, of Minnesota, gave notice hireling bands of thieves and marauders from of every Eastern man through which it passes,
ipy who left here some weeks ago
The distant Cumnock hills out-ower ;
To count her horn’s wi’ a' my pow’r
Beach, of Va., asking to be admitted to a seat of a hill to abolish the distinction between reg the State. But if Missourians fail now to rise and along every railroad over which it goes.— ’ for Richmond arrived to-day. He left the latI set mysel’,
in the House. Referred.
ular and volunteer forces.
in their strength and avail themselves of this While the people of the West thus suffer ~for tcr Place.on Wednesday last. He brings lmBut whether she had three or four,
history of life.
A memorial was presented that Mr. Lawe
The committee appointed to wait upon the propitious moment to strike for honor and lib the want of a market, from increased expenses I Portaut intelligence, which he immediately
I could na tell.
he admitted as an additional member from Cal President reported he would communicate his erty, you cannot say that we have not done all of transportation on which it exports and irn. |communicated to our Government. life says
BI BARRT CORNWALL.
ifornia. Referred.
Message to Congress to to-morrow. Adj.
ports, it has also to pay a greatly increased I lhe greatest excitement prevafied in Richmond
we could do to save you.
Punishment,
Mr. Lovejoy offered a joint resolution ten
Day dawned. Within a curtained room
Drice for drv
roods and other m,rehJ=e,i
You will he advised in time at what point to price
dry goods
purchased articles and throughout the South respecting 1the naval
Never threaten a child with a cruel and de dering the thanks of Congress to Capt. Wilkes,
Filled to faintness with perfume,
report for organization and active service.— of consumption occasioned by the war and by and military expeditions along the entire
grading punishment—holding the rod forever for his arrest of traitors Slidell and Mason.
Southern coast. The troops from the States
Leave your property at home. What if it be a war tariff.
A Lady lay at point of doom.
before his mental vision, as the ever present
Mr. Edgerton moved as a substitute that the
all taken, we have two hundred million dollars
Now, while the West thus suffers, and is des most exposed have have signified their deter
penalty, alike for mistakes, errors and wilful President present Capt. Wilkes with a gold
Day closed. A child had seen the light;
of Northern means in Missouri, which cannot tined to suffer more and more from the war, mination to return hame, and large numbers
disobedience. We believe this practice has medal with suitable emblems and devices, ex
But for the lady, fair and bright,
be removed. When we are once free, the State what harvests does it reap from it? Nothing had already started.
spoiled more children than the free use of the pressive of the high sense and confidence en
In Richmond, a few days before he left,
She rested in undreaming night.
rod has ever saved. Easier far to win them by tertained for him by Congress in his prompt ar PROCLAMATION OF GEN. PRICE. will indemnify every citizen who may have lost save the unfadingglory won by our brave troops much difficulty was experienced in quelling a
in
every
conflict
in
which
they
have
been
en

a
dollar
by
adhesion
to
the
cause
of
your
love than to drive them by fear. Let them re rest of the rebels Mason and Slidell.
Spring come. The lady’s grave was green,
country. We shall have our property or its gaged. Their good order, sacrifices and bra rebellious spirit among several regiments from
gard you as a friend as well as a monitor.—
A 50,000 Men Document!
The substitute was rejected and the original
And near it oftentimes was seen
value with interest. But in the name of God very stand out boldly, in the face of the world, Georgia, South Carolina and Louisiana. They
Look kindly upon their faults. Remember resolution adopted.
and
the attributes of manhood, let me appeal the admiration of every beholder ; and all this, were restrained only by positive promises from
A gentle boy, with thoughtful mien.
how many little annoyances they subject us to
Sedalia, Mo., Nov. 30.
Mr. Blair offered the following as a question
to
you
by considerations infinitely higher than notwithstanding much bad generalship and a Jeff. Davis and the Secretary of War, that a
that are not the result of “malice aforethought,” of privilege.
- ears fled. He wore a manly face,
The
following
is
Gen.
Price
’
s
proclamation,
money,
are we a generation of drivelling, sniv constant change of officers, showing either in sufficient number of troops should he dispatch
of any wilfulness, but the promptings of a
Resolved, That John K. Read, member of issued at Neosho, but hearing no date :
And struggled in the world's rough race,
elling,
degraded
slaves or are we men w ho have capacity in their appointment or fickleness in ed from those States to protect not only the
restless, energetic, go alieadtiveness, that if the House from the 5th Congressional district
hearts
to
assert
and
maintain the rights which their removal, and which has kept our brave State, but to drive the Yankees from Southern
And won, at last, a lofty place.
properly directed and cultivated will become a of Missouri, having taken up arms against the
Fellow Citizens :—In the month of June
cannot
he
surrendered,
and defend those princi troops most of the time doing little else than soil.
virtue. They cannot be still.
The Virginians were, however, very indig
government of the United States, is hereby ex last I was called to the command of a handful ples of everlasting rectitude—pure and high playing “hide and seek.” While enormous
Aad then he died. Behold before ye,
pelled from the House, and that the Speaker of Missourians, who nobly gave up home and and sacred like God their author. Be yours amounts have been lavishly and speedily paid nant, and were threatening divers things
Humanity’s brief sum and story—
comfort
to
espouse
in
that
gloomy
hour
the
against their Congress. There seems to he,
Miss Nightingale’s Views on War.
notify the Governor of Missouri of this fact.—
Life, Death, and all there is of—Glorv.
cause of your bleeding country, to struggle the office to choose between the glory of a free for horses, mules wagons and other army equip he says, a very general feeling among the
Two letters have been published from Miss The resolution passed.
country and a just Government and the bond ments here, how grudgingly have the little
with
the
most
causeless
and
cruel
despotism
Southern people to abandon Virginia entirely
Nightingale, declining, on account of health,
Mr. Colfax offered the following;
known among civilized men. When peace and age of your children. I will never see the sums contracted for the armies of the West and allow her to fall into the hands of the fed
Tom Sheridan,
to be present at an entertainment given by Sir
Whereas, Micheal Corcoran taken prisoner protection could no longer be enjoyed but at chains fastened upon my country. I will ask been paid for the same kind, bought as compar eral government. They regard it as too ex
His extravagance was well known to his II. Nerney to the Bucks Volunteers. She has at Manassas, has after suffering other indigni the price of honor and liberty, your Chief for six and a half feet of Missouri soil on which ison will show, at a less price than was paid pensive to keep an army on her soil.
friends, as well as to his creditors. Lord offered them a pair of colors. She says she ties, been confined by the rebel authorities in Magistrate called for fifty thousand men to to repose, hut will not live to see my people here.
The rebels’ hope now is merely to keep our
Guildford met him one day. “Well, Sherry, has seen more than any man what a horrible the cell of a convicted felon ;
It was hoped that when he elected a West army
drive the ruthless invader from a soil made enslaved. Do I hear your shouts? Is that
from advancing into the interior from
eo you’ve taken a new house, I hear.” “Yes, thing war is, yet feels more than any man that
Therefore, Resolved, That the President of the fruitful by your labors and consecrated by vour your war-cry which echoes through the land ? ern President, and had four Western men in their coast landings.
and you’ll see now that everything will go on the military spirit in a good cause—that of United States be requested to similarly confine homes. To that call less than five thousand Are you coming, 50,000 men ? Missouri shall the Cabinet, that the fact would not be forgot
like clock-work.” “Ay,” said my lord, with a one’s country—is the finest leaven which exists James M. Mason, late of Virginia, and now in responded. Out of a male population exceed- move to victory with the tread of a giant ? ten that there was a West. Especially was it
Mason and Slidell Settling Down.
knowing leer, “tick, tick.” Even his son Tom for the national spirit. Miss Nightingale adds: custody at Fort Warren, until Colonel Corcoran ing 200,000 men, one in forty only stepped for Come on my brave hoys, 50,000 heroic, gallant, hoped that the fact would he manifest when, at
The Boston Traveller, of Tuesday, speaking
used to laugh at him for it. “Tom, if you “ I have known intimately the Sardinian sol shall be treated as the United States have treat ward to defend with their persons and their unconquerable Southern men—we await your the first sound of the war trumpet, our brave
marry that girl, I’ll cut you off with a shill dier, the French soldier, and the Britsh soldier, ed all prisoners taken by them on the battle lives, the cause of constitutional liberty and counnffpioneers rallied around their country’s flag, all of the prisoners in Fort Warren, says :
ready for battle the moment they had shoulder
ing.” “Then you must borrow it,” replied the yet I have no hesitation in saying that we had field. [Applause in the galleries.]
(Signed)
Sterling Price,
“ Slidell and Mason have comfortable quar*
human
rights.
ed their knapsacks and rifles. Especially ters, which they share with their secretaries.—
ingenious youth. Tom sometimes disconcert the better military spirit—the true volunteer The resolution was unanimously adopted.
Maj-General Commanding
Some
allowances
are
to
be
made
on
the
ed hie father with his inherited wit—his only spirit—to endure hardships for our country’s
should it have been remembered when they had As they have lunds they have purchased va
Mr. Elliot offered the following:
score of a want of military organization a sup
____
stained many a battle-field with their own blood, rious articles for their convenience not provi
inheritance. He pressed urgently for monev sake.”
posed
want
of
arms,
the
necessary
retreat
of
Resolved, by the House of Representatives.
on one, as on many an occasion. “I have
and drenched it with the blood of their enemies. ded by the Government, and as the prospect is
the
army
Southward,
blockade
of
the
riv

Matrimony.
First, That in behalf of the people in these
none,” was the reply, as usual ; “there is a
But what has been done for the West ? The that they are likely to remain here some time,
and
the
presence
of
an
armed
and
organiz

er,
Some men think themselves verv clever in States, we do again solemnly declare that the
pair of pistols up stairs, a horse in the stable,
brave Lyon was left to perish for want of suc their money has been judiciously used. Mr.
ed
foe.
But
nearly
six
months
has
now
elrptantalizing their wives—some, unpossessed of war in which we are now engaged against the
and Hounslow Heath at hand.”
cor ; not a move has been made to open the Mason, who wore an air of nonchalance on
sed,
your
crops
have
been
tilled,
your
harvests
“I understand what you mean,” replied feeling themselves, may not understand how a Government, has for its object the suppression have been reaped, your preparations for winter
navigation of the Mississippi; even the Balti Sunday, when taken to the fort, has apparent
THE WAR AND THE WEST.
young Tom, “but I tried that last night, and vile word or a stupid act can vex a keener soul; of such rebellion and the re-establishment of have been made. The army of Missouri, or
more and Ohio Railroad is left closed, hlien a ly found the place less agreeable than he an
the
rightful
authority
of
the
national
constitu

but
it
is
meet
that
they
know
and
remember
unluckily stopped your treasurer, Peake, who
ganized and equiped, fought its way to the riv Effect of the War on the Material In few men and little expenditure of money would ticipated. Perhaps the climate does not agree
told me you had been beforehand with him, this: there is no greater crime than to take a tion and laws over the entire extent of our com er.
open for our produce that important avenue of with him, or it may be tnat he means to be ex
terests of the Country.
mon
country.
Second,
That
while
we
disclaim
woman
from
her
father
’
s
hearth,
where
she
and robbed him of every sixpense he had in
transportation. One-half of the men and ex clusive, but it is remarked among the prison
I
he
foe
is
still
in
the
field.
The
country
all
power
under
the
Constitution
to
interfere,
stood
in
blooming
independence,
to
load
her
the world.”
bleeds and our people groan under the inflic EASTERN AXD CENTRAL STATES. penditure of money which has been used in try ers, that lie keeps himself very close to his
by
ordinary
legislation,
with
the
institutions
with
the
cares
of
a
family,
and
then
to
tram

So much for the respect of son to father.
ing to get to Richmond and overrun Virginia, room. He appears sad, and not in very good
tions ot a foe marked with all the characteris
Sow is it with the West ?
Papa had his revenge of the young wit he ple on her hopes by proving that he is no bet of the several States, yet the war now existing tics ot barbarian warfare, and where now are
if used in the West, would have opened the humor. On the other hand Slidell is brighten
must
be
conducted
according
to
the
usages
and
ter
than
those
for
whom
she
never
cared
or
had begotten, when Tom, talking of Parlia
the 50,000 to avenge our wrongs and free our The East Supplies the Money, the West Mississippi from its source to its mouth, would ing up, and mere cheerful. He ventured out of
rights
ol
military
service,
and
that
during
its
sighed
—
that
he
is
no
worthier
than
those
who
ment, announced his intention of entering it on
have crushed out rebellion in all the country doors in the storm on Monday, but he is of
country ? Had 50,000 men flocked to our
Pays It.
an independent basis, ready to be bought by were forgotten in her dreams and passed un continuance the recognized authority of the standard, with their shot guns in their hands,
west of that river, and ended the war by de Northern birth, and thus the climate may not
maxim,
that,
the
safety
of
the
State
is
the
high

heeded
as
she
clung
with
fondness
to
his
arm.
the highest bidder. “I shall write on my fore
there would not now be Federal hirelings in The West to Bear the (.’hiefRurdeu priving the Confederates of the power to. estab effect him so much as other.
est
law,
subordinates
right
of
property,
and
The “ ambassadors” are allowed to converse
head,” said he, “To let.”
lish a great Confederacy founded on slavery,
ol* the War Debt.
dominates over civil relations. Third, That, the State to pollute our sail. Instead of ruined
Temper.
“And under that, Tom, “Unfurnished,” re
and to open a market for the indefinite exten freely with other political prisoners, but we
communities, starving families and desolated
therefore,
we
do
hereby
declare
that,
in
our
doubt whether their com-creation is very edify
“I cannot forbear pointing out to you, my
sion of that institution.
joined Sherry the elder.
Washington, Nov. 18.
districts, we should have had a people supply
dear child,” said General Jackson mine to a judgment, the President of the U. S.( as the the wants and
In answer to all this, I know it is said that ing, or the story of their experiences very cheerJ6fiyoung lady in whose welfare fie felt aileepTh- ficers in command under linn, have tuv
“EasTern men. A omitted". Atiu,'auinu Mi I'nVr,- icj in fAn MnwlvitivljQOf Kentucky, is less bitExpounding the Bible.
ans n*o Fonger true to themselves ? Are they a terial interests of the country has been the sub that, in supplying it, they are, in some degree, heretofore, and now appt^m* Yr’n.kaa^’LgJi.o.n
terest, “the great advantages that will result
A learned pedagogue at Nantucket used ev from a temperate conduct and sweetness of to emancipate all persons held as slaves in any timid, time-serving, craven race—fit only for ject of much curiosity and speculation. That actuated by patriotic motives. But do they character as a fine old Kentucky gentlemen.—
ery morning to read a passage in the Bible, and manner to all people, on all occasions. Never military district in a state of insurrection subjection to a despot ? Awake, my country
lose any thing, or expect to lose any thing by Marshal Kane, of Baltimore, still sports his
expound the same as be proceeded, in order forget that you are a gentlewoman, and all your against the the National Government ; and men, to a sense of what constitutes the dignity and the new tariff' have greatly reduced our thus investing their surplus earnings ? On the long boots and smoking cap. Mr. Faulkner,
imports. The imports into New York since contrary, do they not regard the investment a of Virginia, as heretofore, remains quiet, ta
that by asking questions as to bow much they words and actions should make you gentle. I that we respectfully advise that such order of and true greatness of a people.
remembered of his comments, be might ascer never heard your mother—your dear good mo emancipation be issued whenever the same will
A few men have fought your battles, a few July 1, 1861, exclusive of specie, are only $96,- good one, and are they not making, and do they king his confinement with the air of a philoso
tain who were the bright boys of the school.— ther—say a harsh or hasty thing to any person avail to weaken the power of rebels in arms, men have dared the dangers of the battle field, 847,308, while for a corresponding period last not expect to make money out of tt ? What pher.
or
to
strengthen
the
military
power
of
the
loy

On one occasion he read from the book of Job, in my life. Endeavor to imitate her. I am
a few have borne the hardships of the camp,
better can they do with this money than get
al forces.
thus:
the scorching sun of summer and the frost of year, they were $175,292,275. Here is a fall seven and three tenths per cent, upon it? The The Recent Gunboat Exploit in War
quick and hasty in my temper, but it is a mis
Mr.
Dunn
moved
to
lay
flie
resolution
on
the
“There waB a ma.fi in the land of Uz, and fortune, which, not having been sufficiently re
winter, the malaria of the swamps. The pri ing off of almost one half. Now, the receipts loss is not with tham ;hut the loss is with those
wick River.
bis name was Job, who feared God, ahd es strained in my youth, has caused me inexpres table, hut the motion was disagreed to—yeas vations incident to our circumstances, fatigue of gold from Europe and California, since Jan who have to pay the interest upon the money,
The Richmond Dispatch contains some mea
56
against
77.
chewed evil.”
and hunger and thirst, often without blankets,
sihlc pain. It has given me more trouble to
I and finally the principal. And how are these gre accounts of the recent exploit of the U. S<
“ That means, boys,” said the master, “that subdue this impetuosity than anything I ever ■ The question recurring on Mr. Elliot’s reso without shoes, with insufficient clothing, with uary 1, 1861, have been $66,739,000, while the j to be paid ? By direct taxation and high tariffs. gunboat Cambridge, m the Warwick river, oil
lution,
Mr.
Roscoe
Conkling
proposed
an
exports
have
been
only
$3,260,000,
leaving
a
he eschewed evil as I do tobacco ; be would undertook.”
the cold, wet earth for a bed, the sky for a cov
amendment, which Mr. Elliott accepted, so as ering and a stone for a pillow, glad only to balance in our hands of $63,487,000 for the first j And on whom will the burden of these mostly last Friday night.
have nothing to do with it.”
On the evening of November 2d, about dusk,
fall ? On the farming interests. They are the
to
make
the
resolution
apply
to
the
slaves
of
With this very clear and forcible elucidation
meet the enemy on the field, where some paid eight months in the year. These figures ac ones that always suffer most from heavy taxes. the gunboat Cambridge left Newport News,
disloyal
citizens.
of the word eschew, he proceeded, and a num
the noblest devotion known among men on
Congressional
On motion of Mr. Stevens, the further con earth to the cause of your country and your count for the great amount of specie in East' Incomes can be lessened in amount by many and ran up the Warwick river, about two miles;
ber of verses were read and commented or in
fraudulent means, and all kinds of property hid where it was understood a Confederate regi
sideration
of
the
resolution
was
postponed
un

a similar clear and intelligent manner.
rights, with their lives. But where one has ern banks, being almost double of any year be" from the tax gatherer except real estate. That ment was encamped. The latter were stirled
til
to-morrow
week
in
order
that
it
may
he
dis

CONGRESSIONAL.
A few days afterwards the school committee
been lost in the field three have been lost by lore, notwithstanding their advance to carry on can not be hid nor can its value. The Great up by the shells of the Cambridge, and vacated
cussed and amendments submitted. He was disease induced bv privation and toil. During
called to make an examination and report pro
the war.
IFcsZ, then, has got to hear the chief burden of the their camp with a loss of fifteen men, killed;
in
favor
of
the
main
features
of
the
proposition,
Washington, Dec, 2.
gress. The master called the boys up, and be
all these trials we have murmured not. We
great
war debt already contracted andfast accumu wounded and missing. The correspondent of
The
Eastern
and
Central
States
cannot
com

but desired modification.
HOUSE.
gan to put them through an examination.
offered all we had on earth at the altar of our
Mr. Campbell gave notice he would call up common country, our own beloved Missouri, plain of a want of prosperity, notwithstanding lating. Let this truth be sounded all along its the Dispatch thinks the huts of the Virginia
The House opened with prayer. The roll
“ Who was the man who lived in Uz?” he
the war. There is some lessening of commerce, rivers, and all over its vast plains and prairies. volunteers, Colonel Puryear, and the surround
was then called; 114 members answered to the following on next Tuesday week :
and we only now ask our fellow citizens, our
asked.
The people of the West are generous to a ing woods, were set on fire by the men and
Resolved, That in legislating to meet the ex brethren, to come to us and help to wear what but then their ships find employment in the
their names. Messrs. Sargent and Phelps, of
“Job.”
left to burn. No mention is made oi the Con
California ; Hooper, of Mass. : Wilson of Iowa : igencies of the present rebellion. Congress we have gained and t© win our glorious inheri service of the Government, for which they are fault, patient in suffering and sacrificing in pa federate steamers Roanoke and
“ Was he a good man ?”
orktown.—hut it is no time for them to speak out
Bernheisel, delegate from Utah, and Cradle- should confiscate property, slaves included, of tance from the cruel hand of the spoiler and well paid. Wherever 1 go, I find evidences of triotism,
•‘ Yes.”
prosperity. This is especially the case in New in reference to the evits at hand and the great The Cambridge went up within sight of Cabin
baugh, delegate from Nevada, were sworn in. all rebels, and protect the property and rights oppressor
“ What did he do ?,’
England. Great speculations have been made er evils approaching? Is it not time for them Point, on the James river, but saw no batter
Mr. Dawes moved that Mr. Maynard, of under the Constitution and laws of all loyal
Come to us, brave sons of Missouri, rally to in cotton and groceries. A gentleman inform to let it be known here in Washington that ies.
“He chewed tobacco when nobody else would
have anything to do with it,” was the boy’s an Tennessee, be sworn as a member from the citizens.
ir standard. I must have 50,000 men. I ed me that a friend of his, who went to Europe there is a West, that we have rights, that we
Mr. Stevens submitted the following for con call upon you in the name of your country for
Second District ot Tennessee.
A Good Answer.
swer. '
a few weeks since, had just returned, having know our rights and dare maintain them ? I
Mr. Stevens, of Pa., said that Mr. Maynard sideration
50,000 men. Do you stay at home to take made, clear, $300,000. The shoe, woolen, and tell you that the East is growing rich out of
The lad was permitted to take his seat, and
A correspondent of the Cincinnati Catholic
Whereas,
Slavery
has
caused
the
present
re

may
have
been
probably
elected,
but
all
knew
care
of
us
and
your
property
?
Millions
of
the rest of the class were “ put tnrough.”
Telegfah, wants to know what it thinks of the
the fact that the State of Tennessee was as far bellion in the United States, and whereas there dollars have been lost, because you have stay even the cotton imwiufactories, are doing a good this war; that anxiety for its close is fast di removal
of General Fremont. The Telegraph
out of the Union as it could be. As there were can be no solid and permanent peace and Union ed at home. Do you stay at home for gratifi business. An agent for selling the products of minishing, and that its prolongation is not replies :
The Social Horror.
several other similar cases, he thought the in this Republic so long as that institution ex cation ? More men have been murdered at several factories told me that they were never considered the evil that it was. It is the West
We think that it was done by the legitimate
making money faster. The stoppage of the that is interested in its close, and that should
An untidy woman! Little soap-and much subject brought forward by Mr. Dawes should ists within it; and whereas slaves are now
home than I havelost in five successful battles.
and considering the threats that were
perfume. Plenty of jewelry and a lack of be sent to the Committee on Elections.
used by the rebels as an essential means of Do you stav at home to secure terms with the navigation of the Mississippi, and the conse demand the adoption ofmeasurte that will most authority,
thrown out about the probable mutiny of his
strings and buttons. Silks and laces and tat
Mr. Dawes thought that this was an excep supporting and protecting the war ; and where enemy ? Then 1 warn you the day may soon quent transportation of the immense products speedily bring peace.
army in case of his removal; that it is a good
FRANKLIN.
tered underclothes. Diamond rings and soiled tion to the rule, as Mr. Maynard was elected as by the law of nations it is right to liberate
of the West over the railroads has so increased
proof that we have a Government. If there is
collar. Feathers and flowers, and battered by a large majority at the August election, and the slaves of an enemy to weaken his powers come when you may be surrendered to the their business as greatly to increase the value
mercies of that enemy and your substance giv of stocks and bonds, most of which are owned
any faction that wishes to make it a pretext for
cap frill. Silk stockings and shabby boots.— before Tennessee bad taken any steps to get therefore,
en up to the Ilessian and the Jayhawker.
deserting the cause of the Government, we lire
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York and
Who has not seen her ? If you are a person , f out of the Union. Besides the proper certifi
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
I cannot, I will not attribute such meanness
satisfied to see its members tie to him. They
courage, enter her dressing room. Make your cates were here.
Representatives, That the President be request to you, my countrymen ! But, where are our the New England States. The amount of tuns
would have proved false to the Union causv at
way o'ver the carpet through :n:S’inst“d slip
Mr. Stevens asked the direct question wheth ed to declare free, and direct our Generals and southern rights friends? We must drive the transported over the railroads and canals in
any rate, and might have chosen a more dan
pers, tippets, belt-ribbons, hair-pins, pictorials, er Maynard was elected before the State at officers in command to offer freedom to all oppressor from our land. 1 must have 50,000 the State of New York, this year, is 9,391,987,
gerous way of showing their treachery, than
5?rom Dixie Land.
magazines, fashion prints and unpaid bills, tempted to secede and at the time fixed by law. slaves who shall leave their masters, or shall men ! Now is the crisis of your fate ; now the and the estimated value is $943,945,698. The
by adhering to an incompetent officer;
amount
of
tuns
carried
over
the
railroads
in
and"look vainly round for a chair that is suf
aid
in
quelling
the
rebellion.
The
Richmond
Examiner
of
Friday,
the
Mr. Dawes replied be was so informed and
golden opportunity to save the State ; now is
ficiently free from dust to sit down upon.— under the law which bad existed for a long
2d. And he it further resolved, That the the day of your political salvation. The time Massachusetts is 4,094.369, and the aggregate 29tli, contains the following telegrams :
A Newspaper to he Established Ut Beau
Look at the dingy muslin window curtains, the time.
United States pledge the faith of the nation to for enlistment of our brave band is beginning value $667,382,147. The tunnage of the pub
Charleston, Nov. 28;
fort.
questionable bed quilt and pillow cases, the
Mr. Stevens then withdrew liis motion and make full and fair compensation to all loyal to expire. Do not hold their patience beyond lic works of these two States is 13,486,357, hav
Among
other
things,
constituting the cargo
The
Courier
of
this
morning
says
that
a
skir

ing
a
value
of
$1,611,327,845.
So
much
for
unfreshness of everything your eye falls upon. Mr. Maynard was sworn in.
citizens who are or shall remain active in sup endurance. Do not longer sicken their hearts
Open the closet door, and see the piles of dress
On motion Mr. Fenton, it was resolved that porting the Union, for all the loss they may by hope deferred. They begin to enquire, closing the navigation of the Mississippi. Add mish took place near Buchingham, on Satur of the Atlantic, which sailed from New York
to this the pay these railroads receive for the day last, between the Confederate and Union for Port Royal on Tuesday, was a printing
es, all wanting “the stich in time,” heaped a committee be appointed to join such as may sustain by virtue of this resolution.
where are our friends ? Who shall give them transportation of troops and army materials.— invaders. —
The Unionists attempted to land i press, cases, type, &c., 6entdown with the view
pellmell upon their pegs ; see the band-boxes be appointed by the Senate, to wait on the
Mr. Fenton, from the joint committee,
an answer ? Boys and small property holders
without covers, and all the horrible parapher President and inform him that a quorum of ported that they had waited on the President have in the main fought the battles for the Then the supplying the immense army gather but were driven off. One of our men was of starting a newspaper at Port Royal, to ha
nalia of a lazy, inefficient, vacant, idealess fe both houses have assembled, and is ready to and he desired ’them to state that he would protection of your property, and when they ed in the Atlantic States, and the expeditions slightly wounded by a shell. It is reported the conducted under the supervision of Gen. Sher
male monstrosity, who will, of course, be cho proceed to business.
send in his message to the House to-morrow at ask where are the men for whom we are fight by sea, furnish a ready market for all the sur enemy landed yesterday at Bennett’s Point, at man. A proper person will be selected as ed
the mouth of AshepO river. Four Union itor, and it is contemplated to issue a M -eV’y
plus products of these States
sen out of a bevy of gdod, practical, common
Mr. Hickman presented the certificate of the 12 o’clock.
ing, how shall I, how can I, explain ?
But while the East is thus reaping golden steamers shelled Otta Island, North St. Helena, skect. which shall express the sentiments of
Mr. Stevens pave notice of his intention to
sense girls, by some man who prides himself provisional Governor of N. C., dated Hatteras,
Citizens of Missouri, T call upon you by eve
on “his knowledge of women,” as his “help as to the election of Mr. Foster. He asked introduce a bill to repeal certain laws creating ry consideration of interest, by every desire of harvests from the war, how is it with the West ? on Monday and then landed; They now hold the Government, and at the same time aid in
The Mississippi River is a solitude. Our steam entire possession of St. Helena Sound; A su ppressing the rebellion on the soil of the Pal
meet for life •!” I use the word “monstrosity that the papers be read.
ports of entry.
of lights passed our bar on Monday metto State.
Roscoe Conkling submitted the following, safety, by every tie that hinds you tohomeand boats are rotting at the wharves. The vast number
advisedly; for even in the cell of a prison I
Mr. Vallandigham raised the question ofor
’
o rl
o Tvvnuii Ttvnrl f
O f flicx I i niflD fl APf
country, delay no longer. Let the dead bury number of men, and the vast amount of capi m
night
and it , is
presumed that
the Union fleet
have Seen wretched females trying, with wo der.
which was adopted:
the
dead.
Leave
your
property
to
take
care
of
Will There Be a Battle on the Potomac?
man's beautiful instinct, to brighten and beau
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be re itself; commend your homes to the protection tal employed directly and indirectly in the com were enroute South.
The claim of Mr. Fdster was referred at the
Savannah, Nov. 28.
merce of that river, are idle. Not so as, al
tify the bare walls with some rude colored last session <5f Odhgress, to the Committee on quested, if not incompatible with the public in
The Washington correspondent of the Balti
of
God
and
merit
the
approbation
and
love
of
ready stated, with the shipping at the East.—
print. Thank Heaven, the untidy woman is Elections, without favorable action.
The papers of this morning state that Fort more <S»n of the date ol’ the 25th ult.. Writes :
terest, to report to this House whether any
childhood
and
womanhood
by
showing
your

the exception, not the rule. Would we could
Mr. Hickman said this was a new question and if any, what measures have been taken to selves men. the sons of the brave and free] who Every old ship, steamboat, and other water Pulaski yesterday threw a few shot and shell
“Some of the newspapers are holding out
craft not employed iu commerce, is hired hv at the camp of the federate on Tyhee Island,
say the same of the untidy man.
ascertain who is responsible for the disastrous
different from that, of the former election
bequeathed to us the sacred trust of free insti the Government at enormous profits. Western which caused a Bull Run stampede to safer the idea that there is to be a great battle on the
movement
of
our
troops
at
Ball
’
s
Bluff.
The Speaker overruled Mr. Vallandigham’#
Potomac. But no such thing is within tl»e
Beautiful Girls.
Mr. Odell submitted the following which was tutions, come to the army of Missouri—not for steamboats and Western men engaged in navi quarters. There are now six Union vessels in compass of probability. It is not contempla
point of order.
a
week
or
a
month
—
but
to
free
your
country.
gation
alone
suffer
from
the
war.
Think
of
the
side
the
bar
and
five
outside.
Dr. Beeswax, in his “Essay on Woman,” re
Mr. Stevens, of Pennsylvania, said no barm adopted :
ted on either side, so far as is to be seen, Bo;h
fuss that has been made hereover the little ex
“ Strikes till each armed foe expires !
Whereas, Col. Alfred M. Wood, of the 14th
marks with some truth, that “beauties general would be done by reference of the question; and
Lynciibvrg, Nov, 28:
parties will continue to hold their positions, hnt
Strike
for
your
altars
and
your
fires
!
pense
incurred
in
employing
a
lew
boats
and
ly die old maids. They set such a value on on his motion the case was referred to the Com Regiment of N. Y. S. M., who was wounded
the theater of active war is transferred to
Floyd
’
s
command
expects
to
go
into
winter
Strike
for
the
green
graves
of
your
sires,
water
craft
in
Cincinnati
to
construct
a
pontoon
themselves” he says, “that they don’t find a mittee on Elections.
and taken prisoner at the battle of Bull Run,
God
and
your
native
land
!’
’
quarters
at
Peterstown,
Monroe
Co.
The
roads
West and South.”
bridge
at
Paducah.
purchaser until the market is closed. Out of
Mr. Watts, Delegate from New Mexico, was has now by the rebel authorities been ordered
Let us bow look at the condition of ouragri- are almost impassable and it is thought that
a dozen beauties, who have come out within sworn in.
to confinement in a felon’s prison, and by the
The burning fires of patriotism must inspire
Three Moves Equal to a Fire.
neither the Yankees nor ourselves can accom
the last eighteen years, eleven are single.—
Mr. Blair, of Virginia, successor to Carlisle, same order is to be treated as a prisoner con and lead you or all is lost. Lost too, just at cultuialists at the West. While those of the plish anything until next Spring.
The
old saying that three removals are aas
East
find
a
ready
and
remunerating
market
in
They spend their days in working green dogs was also qualified,
victed of an infamous crime :
the moment when all might forever be saved.
bad as a fire, is a pretty true one. The reheels
Baltimore, Dec. 3.
on yellow wool, while their evenings are devo
Therefore, Resolved, That the President of Numbers give strength ; numbers intimidate their cities, their manufacturing towns kept
Mr. Richardson moved that Mr. Segur be
are rapidly moving toward a confiagra.ion.—
ted to low spirits and French novels.”
the United States be respectfully requested to the foe ; numbers save the necessity often of busy in making war materials, and above all,
also sworn.
The boat from Old Point has arrived. The Thcv moved their Capital from Montgomery to
order John Slidell to the same character of fighting battles ; numbers make our arms irre- in supplying the wants of the vast armies gath following items are gathered from Southern pa Richmond, and now from Richmond to Nash
Ar1"’ PaYeS desired the case to be referred.
Lord Chief Justice Holt, when a young man
Mr. Richardson earnestly argued that Mr. prison and the same treatment, until Colonel sistable ; numbers command universal respect ered here and all along the Atlantic coast, what
ville. They will soon have the third fire in the
was very dissipated and belonged to a club of Segur should be sworn in. The House should Wood shall be treated as the United States and insure confidence. We must have 50,000 is the condition of the farmers of the West? pers :
The reported removal of the Capital from rear which will expedite the third move, and
wild fellows, most of whom took an infamous not deny the people of Accomac and North have used prisoners taken in battle.
men! Let the herdsman leave his folds, let The competition of the Mississippi being cut
thus prove the truth of the old sa\ ing.
course oflife. When his lordship was engaged ampton counties proper representation, espe
The following notice was given under the the farmer leave his fields, let the mechanic off they are at the mercy of those who control Richmond to Nashville, is incorrect.
The Southern press are advocating the abol
at the Old Bailey, a man was convicted of high cially as they bad laid down their arms which rule: Mr. Bernheisel presented the Constitu leave his shop, let the lawyer leave his office Eastern railroads and water navigation. Flour
It is stated in the Drogheda Conservative an
way robbery, whom the Judge remembered to they had. taken up against the Federal Gov tion, which was formed by the convention of —till we restore the supremacy of law. Let bears transportation in consequence of a for ishing of the elective franchise.
The latest advices from Pensacola represent Irish paper, that several of the J oung men
have been one of his old companions. Moved ernment. All the forms of law'had been com delegates assembled at Salt Lake City, Utah, the aspirants for office and place know they eign market, but at an enormous cost for car
’s Biigaie, which
by curiosity, Holt, thinking the fellow did not plied with under the proclamation of the pro in March last, accompanied by a lhemorial will be weighed in the balance of patriotism, riage, all of which comes out at the pockets of that the ficht had not been renewed- Accounts who are officers in the Pope
lc, *Fort. ______
went to Itdly list year, “have determined to
say
that
had
the
fight
continued,
McKea
know him, asked what had become of his old visional government of Virginia,
the
producers.
But
what
shall
we
do
with
our
and
may
he
found
wanting.
If
there
be
any
asking Congress to admit that territory into
would have been destroyed. No particulars of | emigrate tojhe■ United States, .andjoin the
associates. The culprit, making a low bow
Mr. Kellogg, of Illinois, argued that Mr. [ the Union as a State, on an equal footing with craven, crouching spirits, who have not the corn, that most valuable of all the products of
Irish Brigade which is now being raised unand fetching a deep sigh, replied:
theThe
affair
are given.
the
West
?
The
transportation
is
s©
expensive
Segur should he admitted, in accordance with the original States.
greatness of soul to respond to their country’s
planter
'throughout the Southern sea- j der MeagLer, to chastise the Confederate ineur“Ah, my lord, they are all hanged but your the principles already settled at the extra ses
that
not
a
bushel
can
he
sent
to
an
Eastern
call for help, let them stay at home and let on
SENATE
board are represented to be destroying their ’ gente.”
lordship and I,"
sion.
The Vice President Called the Senate to or-ily the brave and true come out to join their market. Not a huehc! can be sent down the
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Wail uf Jes^air.
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CONGRESSIONAL.
allegiance to and accepted the pn-otection ofthe
acqusitions. This fact imposes peculiar obli-' mend to Congress to consider the subject, and 'fined to the Department of the Interior It is old flag. This leaves no armed insurrection
gations to economy in disbursement and ener-i if my suggestion be approved, to devise such a a subject of congratulation^ ia^ ie
The principal business brought before Con
ists north of the Potomac or east ofthe Chesa
°y in action. The revenue from all sources,I plan as to then'wisdom shall s
peake. Also we have obtained a looting at
gress
during the past week, was resolutions ofEDITED
BY
L.
IIARPEIG
including loans, for the financial year ending ' er, for the attainment of the ei
each of the isolated points on the Southern
tered by the Abolitionists, providing for eman.
on the 3bth June, 1361, was $86,835,900,27,
One of the unfavorable conseque
Fellow-Citizens of the Senate <v,nd
coast
of
Hatteras,
Port
Royal,
Tyhee
Island:
A VBEEJfAX WHOM THE TEVTII JlAXllS FREE.
out for the
insurrection is the entire suppression, fitted
--------.... slave trade, have been . ized
cipation of-the slaves of rebels. This question
House Of Representatives:
and the expenditures for the same period, in , present
,
’
of all ordinary means of ad- i and condemned. Two mast
masters engaged in the and we likewise have some general accounts of
chiding payments on account of thepubliedebt,; in many, places
is likely to give no little trouble before it is set
popular
movements
in
behalf
of
the
Union
in
MO¥XT VEttNOtf, 0525©:
ministering
civil
justice
by
the
officers
and
in
'trade
aud
one
person
equij
ping
the
vessel
as
a
were $84,578,054,34, -leaving a balance in the I ministering civ u
tled.
we ha\ °
j,jfanj most abundant harvests. Treasury on the 21 of July, 1861, of 257,065.-. the forms of exif
xisting law this ie the case, in ; slaver, have been convicted and subjected to North.Carolina and Tennessee. These things
DEC. 10, 1SC1
demonstrate that the cause oi the Union is ad TUESDAY MORNING,
Expulsion of John C. Breckinridge.
You will not be. nurprised to learn that in the 80. For the first quaater of the financial year, whole-or in part, in- all the insurgent states the penalty of-fine and imprisonment, and one vancing steadily southward.
In
the Senate on the 4th inst., Mr. Chand
ieulinr exigences of the times, onr nfcoiirSg ending 3(.'f.h September, 1861, the receipts from and as our armies advance upon and take Captain taking a cargo of Africans on board
Gince your last adjournment, Lieut. General
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.
with foreign nations has been attended with all sources, including the balance from Oiily possession of parts of these States the. practi- , his. vessel has been convicted of the highest Scott has retired from the head of the army.
ler introduced a resolution to expel Mr. Breck
profound solicitude, chiefly turning upon our 1st,.were -$102,532,509.27, and the expenses, cal evil becomes more apparent.- There 'arc .(grade of offense under our laws, the punisn- During his long life, the nation has not been
To the exclusion of much other matter we inridge.
domestic affairs. Aedisloyal portion of $ >8,239,733.09,—leaving a balance on the 1st no courts or officers to whom the citizens ot nient of which is death.
Mr. Powell took ground against it. As Mr.
other States may ap} ly for the .eniorccmcnt of j - The Territories of Colorado, Dakota and N t- unmindful, ably and brilliantly he has served i printthe. fiTStAnnual Message of President Lixtheir lawful claims against'citizens of the in->1' yada, created bv the last Congress, have been the country from a time far back in our histo icOLX in this issue of the JJcomer. Whatever Breckinridge had already resigned, hecouldnot
ry
when
few
of
the
-now
living
had
been
horn
surgent States and there is a vast amount of ' organised,.and civil. Administration has been
and thenceforward continually, I cannot but may be its faults, it has one good feature about be expelled.
factious domestic .divisions is exposed to diare- his vievys of the ways and means for mc-eting debt constituting such claims. Some have es inaugurated, fhbugh the leaven of treason even think that we are still his debtor, I submit, it.andthat its brevity. We believe it is the shorMr. Trumbull lusisted that he should be ex
speet abroad aud one party or both, is sure, •the demands- contemplated by them, will be timated it os high as $1.00,060,060 due in large was found existnm in sonic of these new coun therefore, for your consideration, what further
sooner or later, to Invoke foreign intervention submitted'to Congress by Secretary of the part from insurgents in open rebellion to loyal tries when the Federal officers arrived there.— mark of recognition, is due to him and our i test message that has emanated from an Araer- pelled, and offered a substitute for Mr. Chand
citizens who afe even now making great sacri The abundant national resources of these 1 er; can President for the last twenty-five years..—. ler’s resolution, SS follows :
_ nations thda tempted to interfere are not al 'Treasury".
as a grateful people.
witii tii£ ^‘-enritv ftiul protection afioni- selves
ways able, to resist the counsels of seeming ex
Lt is gratifying to know that the expenses fices in the discharge of their patriotic duty to
In style it is anything but an elegant State pa-Whereas, John C. Breckinridge, a member
With
the
retirement
of
Gen.
Scott
came
the
pediency end ungenerous ambition, although made necessary by the rebellion are not beyond support the Government. L nder these circum ed by-an organized Government will doubtless Executive duty of appointing in his stead a ; per. It is Lincoln’s own production beyond of this body, has joined the enemies of his coun
stances
1
have
been
urgently
solicited
to
estab

I inv.itcto them a large immigration, when peace Genera!-in-Ghief of the army. It is a fortu
measures adopted under such influences sel the resources of the loyal people, and to believe
try and is now in arms against the Government
dom ' fiiV to L? unfortunate and-injurious to that the same patriotism which has thus far lish hv military power; courts to administer i shall restore the business ot the country to its nate circumstance that neither in council nor all doubt. The classical and polished pen of he had sworn to support; therefore.
summary
justice
in
such
cases.
I
have
thus
the Secretary of State, is not to be found in a
accustomed channels. I submit the resolutions
Resolved, That the traitor Breckinridge he
those adopting them.
i x sustained the G overnment., will continue to sus
0f’Colorado, which-evinced country was there, so far as I know, any dif single paragraph.
expelled.
'' Thedislavilehize-nsof tbcLnited Stateswho tain it till peace and Union shall again bless far declined to do it, not because I had any
ference of opinion as to the proper person to he
1
‘
.......
"
r,1
'
anliAn
^
>!
the
pafriortspirit
of-the-people
of
the
Terri

doubt
that.
the.end
proposed,
the
collection
of
have offered the ruin :of our country in reward the land.
Mr. Chandler accepted the substitute, and
The Message is decidedly conservative in
selected. The retiring Chief repeatedly ex
the resolution as thus amended was unanimousI'respectfully refer to the report of the Sec- debt, was just and right- in itself but because tory. So far the authority ot the United States pressed his judgment in favor of Gen..MeClel‘ for the aid end comfort which they hat e in
its
tone
;
and
in
this
respect
it
has
fallen
far
I
have
been-unwilling
to
go
beyond
the
pres

has been upheld in all the Territories,, as it is
voked abroad, have received less patronagcmnd l'etarv of War for information respecting the
for the position, and in this, the nation short of the expectations of the Abolitionists, y adopted-—yeas 36, nays one. Not v’oting or
en-'oura’cmeni tuan they probably _ expected. niiprericabstrength of the. army and. for rec sure of necessity in the unusual exercise of hoped it will be in the future. I commend their lan
absent Messrs. Rayard, Bright, Johnson of
seemed
to give an unanimous concurrence.
interests and’defcnce to the enlightened and gen
who arc already pouring out the vials of their Missouri, Pearce, Polk, Powell, .Rice, Sauls
If it were just. to suppose, as the insurgent" ommendations '- having in view an increase of power.
The
designation
of
Gen.
McClellan
is
there

But the powers of Congress, I suppose, are erous care of Congress..
bury and Willey.
have seemed to assume, that foreign nations
. . m, its efficiency and the well-being of the various
•,
•
fore in a considerable degree the selection of wrath upon the head of the President.
I recommend to the favorable considqration the country as well as of the Executive, and
this case disregarding all moral, social and branches of the service entrusted to his care.— equal to the anomalous occasion ; and there
A Proposition to ArroiNT Peace Commis
If
there
is
truth
and
sincerity
in
language,
treaty obligations would act solely and selfish 'It is gratifying.to know that the patriotism of fore, I refer the whole matter to Congress, with of Congress, the interests ol the District o> hence there is better reasdn to hope there will
sioners.
ly for the most speedy restoration otcommerce the people is equal to the occasion and that the the hope that a plan may be devised for the Columbia. The insurrection has been the be given him the confidence and cordial sup we must believe that the President sincerely
Mr. Saulsbury, of l>elaware, offered a joint
including'specially tlie acquisition of cotton, number of troops tendered greatly exceeds the administration of justice in all such parts of cause of much suffering and sacrifice to tne
desires to see the Union of these States resto- resolution which is as follows ;
these nations appear as yet not to have seen force which Congress authorised me to call in the insurgent States and Territories as may he inhabitants, and as.they have no 'Representa port thus by lair'implication promisod and ed, but we are fearful that the much desired
without
.w
hich,
he
cannot
with
so
full
efficien

Whereas, The people of the States of Vir
their wav to their object more directly orclear to the field. . I refer with pleasure to those por under control of this Government, whether by tive in C "ingress, that, body should riot over
lv through the destruction, than through the tions of his report which make allusion to the a voluntary return to allegiance and order, or look their just', chtifns upon the Gove.rnment. cy serve the country. It ha§ been said that event is not so near at hand as he appears to ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Tex
At your late session a joint resolution Was one bad General is better than tw o good ones, anticipate.
preservation oi the Union. If we could daie creditable degree of discipline already attained by the pow’er of our Constitution. This is,
the saying is true if taken to mean no
as, Arkansas and Tennessee, are in revolution
to believe that foreign nations are actuated by by our troops, and to the- excellent sanitary however, not to be a permanent institution, but adopt’ed authoriziiigJhe President to take meas and
The following paragraphs from the Message
the constitutional Government of the
no higher principle than this, lam quite sure condition of the entire army. The recommen a temporary substitute, and to cease as soon ures for facilitating a proper representation of more than that an army is better directed by indicate that the President has no sympathy against
United States, and have assumed to secede from
a sound argument could he made to show that dation by the Secretary for an organization of as the ordinary courts can be re-established in the industrial interests ot the United States at a single mind, though inferior, than by two
the Federal Union, to form an independent gov
they could reach their aim more readily and the militia upon a uniform basis, is a subject peace.
the exhibition of the industry of all nations to superior ones at variance and cross purposes, with tire ultras of his party :
It is important that some more convenient be liolden .at.London in the year 1862. I re and the same is true in all joint operations
Instead of transcending I have adhered to ernment under the name of the Confederate
easilv by aiding to crush this rebellion than by of vital importance to the future safety of the
giving encouragement to the principal lever re country and its commended to the serious at means should be provided if postible for the gret to have been unable to give personal at wherein those engaged can have none but a the act of Congress to confiscate property’ used States of America; and whereas, the Congress
adjustment of claims against the Government, tention to this subject, a subject at once so in common end in view and can differ only as to for insurrectionary p>urposes. If a new law of the United States, approving of the senti
lied on for the exciting of foreign nations to tention of Congress.
A large addition to the regular army in con especially in view of their increased number teresting in itself and so extensively and intri the choice of means. In a storm at sea no one upon the same subject should be proposed, its ments of the President in his annual message
hostility against us, as already intimated, that
is, the embarrassment of commerce.. I hose nection with the defection that has so consider by reason of the war. It is as much the duty cately connected with the material prosperity on board can wish the ship to sink, and yet, •propriety will be duly considered. The Union that the Union must be preserved, and hence
nations however not improbably saw from the ably diminished the numlier of its officers, gives of the Government to render prompt justice of the world. Through the Secretaries of the not unfreqnently, all go down together because must be preserved, and hence all indispensable all disposable means must be employed : and
believing that kind and fraternal feeling between
first that it wasthe Union which made as well peculiar importance to his recommendation for against itself in favor of citizens, as it is to ad State and Interior, and a plan or system has too many wills direct and no single mind can means must be employed.
11 e should not be in haste to determine what the States is indispensihle to the maintenance
our foreign as our domestic commerce. They increasing the corps of Cadets to the greatest minister the same between private individuals. been devised and partly matured, which will be allow’ed to control.
It continues to develope that the insurrec radical and- extreme measures, which may reach of a happy and prosperous Union; and being
The investigation and adjudication of all claims be laid before you. can scarcely fail to perceive that, for the effort capacity of the Military Academy.
tion is largely if not exclusively a war upon
to manifest such feeling oir their part
of disunion produces the existing difficulty and ~ By mere omission I presume. Congress has in their nature belong to the judicial depart
Under and bv virtue of the act of Congress, the first principle of popular government—the the loyal as well as the disloyal, are indispensable. willing
to them ; and that peace may he restored to
durable peace and a more extensive, valuable failed to provide Chaplains for the hospitals oc ment. Besides it is apparent that the attention entitled ‘‘an act to confiscate property used
The President's plan of colonization, is aim this distracted country, and the Union and
of the people. Conclusive evidence of
and reliable commerce than can the same na cupied by volunteers. This subject was brought of Congress will be more than usually enga for insurrectionary purposes,” approved Aug. rights
this is found in the most grave and maturely
tion broken into hostile fragments. .
to my notice and I was induced to draw up the ged for some time to come with great national 6th, 1861, legal claims of certain persons to considered public documents, as well as in the ply’ absurd, because impracticable. If the Constitution be preserved and maintained ; and
It is notmy purpose to review our discussions form of a letter, one copy of which properly ad questions. It was intended by the organiza the labor and service of certain other persons, general tone of the insurgents. In these docu slaves of the South are set free, as proposed inviting the co-operation of the people ofthe
with foreign States : because, whatev er might dressed to each of the persons and at the dates tion of the Court of Claftns mainly to remove have become forfeited and numbers oi the lat ments we find the abridgement of the existing by the Republican leaders in Congress, the ul aforesaid States in the accomplishment of this
be their wishes or dispositions, the integrity oi respectively named and stated in a schedule this branch .of business from the halls of Con ter thus liberated are already dependent on right of suffrage, and the denial to the people tras of that party will insist upon making them object, is desirtible to each and all:
Resolved, That Millard Filmore, Franklin
our country and the stability ot our Gov eminent containing*also the form of the letter marked gress ; but w'hile the Court has proved to be the United States, and must he provided for in of all participation in the selection of public
mainly depends, not upon them, but upon the A, and herewith transmitted. These gentle an effective and valuable means of investiga some way. 'Besides this, it is not impossible officers, except the legislative body, advocated, “citizens” and voters, and permitting them to Pierce, Roger B. Taney, Edward Everett, Geo.
loyalty, patriotism, virtue and intelligence of men I understand entered upon the duties de tion, it; t-o a great degree, fails to effect the ob that some of the?States will pass similar en with labored arguments to prove that large live here amongst us, on a perfect social and M. Dallas, Thos. Ewing, Horace Binney. Reverdy Johnson, John J. Crittenden, Geo. E.
the American people. The correspondence it signated at the time respectively stated in the ject of its creation for the want of power to actments for their own benefits respectively, control of the government in the people, is the political equality with white men.
Pugh and Richard W. Thompson, be and they
self, with the usual reservations, is herewith schedule and have labored faithfully therein make iffi judgments final. Fully aware ofthe and by the operations, o'f which, persons ot the source of all political evil. Monarchy itself is
Another
absurdity
in
the
Message
is
the
re

are hereby appointed Commissioners on the
submitted. I venture to hope it will appear ever since. I therefore recommend that they delicacy, not to sav the danger of the subject, same class will be thrown upon them for dissometimes hinted at as a possible refuge from commendation to recognize the independence part of Congress to confer with a like number
that we have practiced prudence arid liberality be compensated at the some rate as Chaplains I comm end to your careful consideration wheth iposaL
the power of the iieoplc. In my present posi- of the negro “Republics” of Hayti and Libe- of Commissioness to be appointed bv the.States
towards foreign powers, averting causes of ir in the army. I ’further suggest that general er this power of making judgments final may
In such case, I recommend that Congress tion I could scarcely be justified, wwere
I to .
, .
...
...
aforesaid, for the preservation ofthe Union and
ritation and with firmness maintaining our own provision he made for Chaplains to serve at not be properly given to the Court, reserving provide for accepting such persons from such omit raising a warning voice against ’ere
this aP- ri«- r° canT ont lhls proposition would be to the maintenance of the Constitution ; and that
the’right of appeal on questions of law to States according to some mode of valuation in
rights anti honor. Since, however, it is appa hospitals as well as with regiments.
allow
those
countries
to
send
negro
embassa- they report the result of said conference to Con
rent that here,, as in every other State, foreign
The report of the Secretary of the Navy pre the Supreme Court, with such other provis lieu, pro tanto. of direct taxes, or upon some proval of returning despotism. It is not need
dangers necessarily attend domestic difficulties. sents in detail the operations of that branch of ions as experience may have shown to be ne other plan to be agreed . on with such States ed nor fitting here, that a general argument dors to Washington, n«d thus uirtually adopt gress for approval or rejecting.
should be made in favor of poj.-ular institutions, the revolting Abolition doctrine of negro equal
Resolved, That upon the appointment of
I recommend that adequate and ample meas the service, and the activity and,energy which cessary.
respectively. That such persons on such ac
Commissioners as hereby invited by said States,
I ask attention to the report of the Post Mas- ceptance by the gCneftil government be at once but there is one point with its connections, not ity !
ures be a.lopted for maintaining the public de- have characterized its administration and the
and upon the meeting of the joint commission
"'fensOs on every side. While under this gener results of measures to increase its efficiency and aster General, fhe following being a summary deemed free, and-that in any event- steps be ta so hackneyed as most others, to which I ask a
There are many other points in the Message
al recommendation--, provisio q for defending our power. Such have been the addition's by con statement of the condition of the department. ken for colonizing both classes, or the one first brief attention. It is the effort to place capi which we should like to notice if we had room. for the purpose of conference the aforesaid ac
tive hostilities shall cease and be suspended,
coast.line readily occurs to the mind, 1 also, in struction and purchase, that it may almost be The revenue from all sources during the fiscal mentioned, if the other shall not he brought tal on an equal footing with, if not above, la
and shall not be renewed unless said commiss
thp same connection, ask the attention of Con said, a navy has been created and brought into year ending 30th of June, 1861, including the into existence, at some place or places in a cli bor in the structure of government..- It is as
ion shall be unable to agree; or in ease of an
MORROW COUNTY “KNIGHTS.”
gress to-out great lakes and rivers. It is bfl- service since our difficulties commenced. Be annual permanent appropriation of $700,000 mate congenial to them. It might be well to sumed that labor is only available in connec
agreement bv them, said agreement shall be
fieved that some fortifications and depots of sides blockading our extensive coast squadrons, for. the transportation of free mail matter,was consider too, whether the free colored people tion with capital, that nobody labors unless
We have already advised our readers that rejected either by Congress or by the aforesaid
arms and munitions, with harbor and naviga larger than ever before assembled under our $9,049,296 40, being about 2 per cent, less than already in the United States, could not so far somebody else owning capital somehow by the
tion improvements, at well selected points up flag, have been put afloot add performed deeds the revenue of 1860. The expenditures were as individuals may desire, be included in such use of it induces hini to labor. This assumed, the prosecutions commenced against certain States.
The resolution was laid on the table.
on these, would be of great importance to the ivnich have increased our naval renown. I $13,606, 709 11, showing’ a decrease of more colonization may involve the acquiring of ter it is next considered whether it is best that cap Democrats in Marion county, who were false
When the above proposition was offered, the
national defense and preservation. • I ask at would invite special attention to the recommen than 8 per cent., as compared with those of the ritory and also the appropriation of money be ital shall hire laborers and thus induce them
tention to the views of the Secretary of War, dation of the Secretary of the Navy for a more previous year and leaving an excess of expen yond* that to be expended in the territorial ac to work by their own consent, or buy them ly accused of being members ot the so-call telegraph reports that it “ was greeted with
ed order of “Knights of the Golden Circle,”
expre^ed in his report upon the same general perfect organization of the Navy, by introducin ditures over the revenue for the last fiscal year quisition. Having practiced the acquisition of and drive them to it without their consent.
laughter”—we suppose from the disunion Ab
Having proceeded so far it is naturally con
of $4,556,412 71. The gross revenue for the territory for nearly 50 years, the question of
subject.
additional grades in the service.
had ended in smoke. Since then, several ) rom
cluded
that
all
laborers
are
either
hired
labor

olitionists.
- fdeefti it of importance that the loyal regions
The present organization is defective and un year ending June 30th 1863, is estimated at an .constitutional powder Lo .do so. is no longer an
inent Democrats in Morrow county, and
of East Tennessee *and Western North Caro satisfactory and the suggestion submitted by increase of 4 per cent on that of 1861, making open one w ith iisi The power was first ques ers, or what we call slaves, and further^,it is
AFFAIRS OF MEXICO.
lina, should be connected with Kentucky and the Department will, it is believed, if adopted, $8,683,000, to which should be added the earn tioned by Mr. Jefferson, who however, in the assumed that whoever is onc-e a hired laborer amongst them our friend B. L. Swetlaxd, Esq.,
In the House of Representatives, on the 4th
is
fixed
in
that
condition
for
life.
Now
there
of
Sparta,
were
arrested,
on
pretense
of
being
other faithful parts of the Union by railroad.
obviate the difficulties alluded to, promote har ings of the department for carrying free matter, purchase of Louisiana, yielded his scruples on
I therefore recommend, as a military measure, mony and increase the efficiency of the Navy. viz: $700,000 making $6,383000. The- total the plea of great expediency. If it he said is no such relation between capital and labor members of the same mythical order. After inst., on motion of Mr. Vallandigliam, a reso
that congress provide for the construction-of
There are three vacancies on the bench of expenditures for 1863 are estimated at $12,528,- that fhe only legi-timate object of acquiring ter- as assumed, nor is there any such thing as a being dragged to Cleveland, and put to great lution was adopted, requesting the President to
—Kqntuply
L'nti n>it4.jvjn aim One by uitTes- Ouo Uj uv'supppeU’irom fn'e 'treasury in adih- nieasure effects; that oiject, for the emigration a fiirect laborer. Both of these assumptions annoyance and expense, not a shadow of evi* communicate to the House if not imcompatible
islature make the most judicious selection ot ignation of Justice Campbell. 1 have so far tion to the permanent appropriation.
with the public interests,copies of any commirot colored men hiaves additional room for white are false, and all i-nferences ft-orii them are
the line. The Northern terminus must con forborne making nominations to fill these va
The present iusurrection shows, I think that men remaining^or coming here. Mr. Jefferson groundless. Labor is prior found independent ■den.ee was produced to show that those gentle
nect vvith some exisiing railroad, and whether cancies, for reasons which I will now state: the extension of this district across ., the Poto aowever placed the importance of procuring ofcapit-al. Capital is only the fruit of labor, men had been guijty of any unlawful act, and cations addressed to the Executive by the Gov
the route shall be from Lexington or Niehdl Two of the outgoing Judges resided within the mac river, at the time of establishing the Cap Louisiana more,.on political and commercial and could never have existed if labor had not ot course they w‘ere discharged frc-in custody. ernments of England, Spain, and France, in re
anville to Cumberland Gap. or from Lebanon Slates now overrun by revolt, so that if sue ital here, was eminently wise, and consequent grounds,
gard to the armed intervention proposed by
than on providing room for population. first existed. Labor is the superior of capital,
These prosecutions originated in political
to the Tenuesssec line in the direction of Knox cessors were appointed in the same localities, ly that the relinquishment of that portion of On this whole proposition, including the appro- and deserves much higher consideration.—
them in the affairs of Mexico, and any other
malice,
and
it
was
hoped
that
by
falsehood
ville, or still more different line, can easily be they could not serve upon their circuits, and it which lies in the State of Virginia was rinun priation of money, with the requisition of ter Capital has its rights which areas worthy of
determined. Kentucky and the General Gov many of the most competent men there proba wise and dangerous.' I submit for vour con ritory, does not the expediency amount, to ab protection as any other rights, nor is it deemed and perjury of the rankest kind, it could be information he may have to communicate.
EXCHANGE OF PRISONERS.
ernment co operating, the work can becomple bly would not take the personal hazard of ac sideration the expediency of regaining that part solute necessity—that without which the gov that there is and probably always will be. a made to appear that Democrats were members
ted in a very short time and when done, it wil. cepting—to serve even here upon the Supreme of the district and the restoration of the origi ernment cannot be perpetual ?
Mr. Cox introduced the following, which was
relation between labor and capital producing of a treasonable organization. But the bub
be not only of vast present usefulness, but also- bench. 1 have been unwilling to throw all the nal boundaues thereof through negotiation
In considering the policy to he adopted for mutual benefits. The error is -in assuming ble has hurst, and the malignant politicians referred to the committee on the judiciary :
an available permanent improvement, worth appointments northward, thus disabling my with the State ol Virginia.
suppressing, the insurrection, I have been anx that the whole labor of community exists witliWhereas, The exchange of prisoners in the
its costs in all the future.
The Report ot the Secretary of the Interior ious and careful that the inevitable conflict for in that relation, and few men fewri capital, and who took this method of prosecuting and desself from doing justice to the South on the re
Some treaties, designed chiefly for the inter turn of peace; although I may remark that to —with the accompanying document—exhibits this purpose shall not degenerate into a violent that few avoid labor and with their capital troj;ing Dc-nwci-ats,; haye .only covered them present war has already been practiced indi
rectly ; and as such exchange would not only
ests of commerce and having no grave political transfer to the North one which has heretofore the condition of the several branches of the and remorseless revolutionary struggle.
hire or buy a few to labor for them. A large selves with shame and disgrace. It is to he increase the enlistment and vigor of our army,
importance, have been negotiated and will be been in the South, would not with reference to public business pertaining io that department.
I have, therefore, in every case, thought it majority belong to neither class, neither work
submitted to the Senate for their consideration. territory and population, be unjust.
4’he depressing influences of the insurrection proper to keep the integrity of the Union prom- tor others nor have others working for them. hoped that the base wretches will now be “put but subserve the h ighest interests of humanity ;
Although we have failed to induce some of the
During the long and brilliant Judicial career have been especially felt in the operations of inent, as tne primary object of the contest on In most of the Southern States, a majority of through,” as the law directs ! They deserve to and as such exchange does not involve the rec
ognition of the rebels as a Government; there
commercial powers, to adopt a desirable ame of Judge McLean, his circuit grew into an em the Patent and General Land Office.
our part, leaving all questions which are not of tiie whole people of all colors are neither slave* fall into the pit they had prepared for the fore;
lioration of the rigor of maratime war, we pire altogether too large for any one Judge to
The cash receipts from the sales of public vital military importance, to the more deliber nor masters, while in the Northern, a large Democrats.
Resolved, That the President of the United
have far removed ail the obstacles from the give courts therein more than a nominal atten lands during the last year have exceeded the ate action of the Legislature.
majority are neither hirers nor hired. Men
Sta tes be requested to inaugurate and systema
way of their humane reform, except such as dance, rising in population from 1,470,000 in expenses of our land system only about $20J,with
their
families,
wives
sons
and
daughters,
In the exercise of my’ best discretion I have
arc merely of temporary and accidental occur H3I, to 6,151,406, in I860. Besides this, the 000. The sales have been entirely suspended adhered to the blockade of the ports held by the work for themselves on their farms, in their LIFE PICTURE OF AN ABOLITIONIST. tize measures for the exchange of prisoners in
the present war.
rence.
country has generally out-grown our present in the Southern States, while the interruptions i nsurgents, instead of putting in force by procla houses and in their shops, taking the whole
DRAWN BY HORACE GREELEY.
Mr. Hutchins, the Abolition members from
I invite your attention to.the correspondence judicial system. If unformity was at all inten to the business of the country and the diversion mation, the law of Congress, enacted at the late product to themselves and asking no favors of
between Her Britaaic Majesty’s Minister ac ded, the system requires that all the States shall of large numbers of men from labor to milita session for closing the ports; also obeying the capital on the one hand, nor of hired laborers
Giddings’ old district, asked leave to introduce
The
New
York
Tribune,
in
an
effort
to
be
credited to this Government and the Secretary be accommodated with circuit courts, attended ry service have obstructed settlements in the law, instead ot trauseending, I have adhered to or slaves on the other. It is not forgotten that
a bill to abolish Slavery in the District of Columbia!.
of State, relative to the detention of the British by Supreme Judges. While in fact Wisconsin, new States and Territories of the Northwest, the act ot Congress to confiscate property used a considerable number of persons mingle their very funny and very satirical against conserva
ship of Pertshire, in June last, by the U. S. Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Florida- Texas, Cal l'he receipts of the patent office have declined tor insurrectionary purposes. If a new law- own labor with capital, that is, they labor with tive men who hate Abolitionists, tells the truth Mr. Cox objected.
steamer Massachusetts, for a supposed breach ifornia, and Oregon, have never had any such in nine months about $100,009, • rendered a noon the same subject, shall be proposed, its capital, that is, they labor with their own o accurately and so masterly that we place its
BATTLE IN EAST TENNESSEE.
of the blockade. As this detension was occa courts, nor can this be well remedied without large reduction of the force employed necessa propriety will be duly considered. The Union hands and also buy or hire others to labor for language before our readers :
sioned by an obvious misapprehension of the a change of the system. Because the adding ry to make it self-sustaining.
must be preserved, and hence all indispensihle them, but this is only a mixed and not a dis
‘ An Abolitionist is also an infidel, andagraParson Brownlow Victorious.
. facts, and as justice requires that we should of J ustices to theSupreme Court enough for the
The demands upon the Pension Office will means must be emj loved. We should not be tinct class.
rian, a foe of bunion government, adupeofhis
commit no belligerent act not founded on strict accommodation of all parts ofthe country with be largely increased by the insurrection, nu in haste to determine what radical and ex
No principle stated is disturbed by the exis conscience, woman’s rights man, an anti-Sab
right as sanctioned by public law, I recom circuit courts, would create a court altogether merous applications for pensions based upon treme measures, which may reach the loyal as tence of this mixed class. Again, as has been
mend that an appropriation be made to satisfy too dangerous for a judicial body of any sort and the casualties of the existing war have already well as • the disloyal, are indispensihle. The said, there is not of necessity anv such thing batarian, a spiritualist a phrenologist, a water
the reasonable demand of the owner of the ves the evil of it will be one that will increase as been made. There is reason to beinve that inaugural address at the beginning of the ad as the tree hired laborer being fixed in that eurer, a vegetarian, a Fourierite, and an oppo
Cairo, Dec. 5.
sel for her detention.
new States come into the Union. Circuit many who are now upon the pension roll and ministration and the message to Congress at cor dition for life. Many independent men ev nent of tobacco and capital punishment. All
The Memphis Avalanche of the 2d, contains
male
Ahoht'onists
wear
beards.
All
female
I repeat the recommendation of my prede courts are useful or they are not useful. If in receipt of the bounty of the Government, the last special session, were both mainly de erywhere in these States*, a few years back in
the following:
cessor in his annual message to Congress Jn useful, no State should be denied them. If not are in the ranks of the insurgent army or giv voted to the domestic controversy out of which their lives, were hired laborers. The prudent, Abolitionists are Bloomers. All of them beA large body of Unionists attacked the Con
December last, in regard to the disposition of useful, no State should have them. Let them ing them aid and comfort. The Secretaiw of the insurrection and consequent war have penniless beggar in the world labors for wages i i? t in ed by pe ce principles, are avowedly in
the surplus which will probably remain after be provided for all, or abolished as to all.— the Interior has directed the suspension of the sprung. Nothing now occurs to add to or a while and saves a surplus with which to buy ' favor of insurrection, with tire, bh o '.shed, rape, federate forces atMorristown, East Tennessee,yesterday, killing a large number and complete
satisfying the claims of American citizens Three modifications occur to me here, which I payment off the Pension of such persons upon subtract from the principles or general pur tools oi- land for himself; then labors on his i anaic.iy, and a general whiz of everything.’
against China, pursuant to the awards of the thing would be an improvement upon our pres proof of their disloyalty. I recommend that poses stated and expressed in those doeuments. own account and at leneth hires another new ' There never was a better picture of an Abo- ly routing them.
Major General George Crittenden has arrived
Commissioners under the act oftherd of March, ent system. Let the Supreme Court be ofcon- Congress authorize that officer to cause the
Lhe last ray of hope forpreservingthe Union beginner to help him. 'Ibis is the just and P^ion st/haathis. It is a life-like portrait, rec- at Knoxville to take command of the Con fed-,
1859. If, however, it should not be deemed venient number in every event, then first: Let names of such persons to be stricken from the peaceably expired at the assault upon Fort gencrous and prosperous system which opens
ognizable at first sight.
erate forces.
advisable to carry that recommendation into the whole country be divided into circuits of pension rolls.
Sumter, and a general review of what has oc the way to all, gives hope to all and conse
Gen. Rains had cut Montgomery’s forces to
effect, I would suggest that authority be given convenient size, the Supreme Judges to serve
The relations of the Government with the curred siuce may not be unprofitable, What quent energy, progress and improvement ofthe
pieces, taking Montgomery prisoner.
“Are you Coming, 59,000 Men?”
for investing the principal of the surplus re in a number of them corresponding to their Indian tribes have been lately disturbed by the was painfully uncertain then is much better de condition of all. No men living are more
McCulloch had surrounded Siegel at Sedalia.
ferred to in good securities, with a view to. the own number, and independent Circuit Judges insurrection, especially in the Northern super- fined and more distinct now, and the progress worthy to he trusted than tliose who toil up or
Gen^ Sterling Price.
satisfaction of such other just claim of our citi- be provided for all the rest; or, secondly: The intendency and in that of New Mexico. The of events is plainly in the right direction. The on from poverty.
One of the most bombastic specimens of se It is believed the latter would be forced to sur
render or be cut to pieces.
‘ Kens against China as are not unlikely to arise Supreme judges be relieved from circuit duties Indian country south of Kansas is in posses insurgents confidently claimed a strong sup
None less inclined to take or touch aught cession literature, we have read since this war
Gen. Price had crossed the Gasconade river,
hereafter in the course of our extensive trade rnd Circuit Judges provided for all the circuits, sion of insurgents from Texas and Arkansas. port from north of Mason and Dixon’s line, which they have not honestly earned. Let
commenced,
is
the
Proclamation
of
Gen.
Ster

en route for St. Louis, the people everywhere
with that Empire.
or, thirdly : Dispense with Circuit Courts alto The agents of the United States appointed since and the friends of the Union were not free from them beware of surrendering a political power
In the act of the «5th of August last, Congress gether, leaving thejudicial functions wholly to the 4th of March for this superintendency have apprehension on this point. This, however, which they already possess, and which, if sur ling Price, of Missouri, calling for 50,000 men, flocking to his support. It is believed he would
authorized the President to instruct th-e com the District Courts and an independent Su been unable to reach their posts, while the was soon settled definitely and on the right rendered will surely be used to close the door which we print on the first page of this week’s have an army of sixty thousand before reach
ing St. Louis.
manders ofsuitable vessels to defend themselves preme Court.
most of those whoWere in office before that side. South of the line, noble little Delaware of advancement agrinst such as they, and to Bunner. If this appeal does not move the reb
Henry Fry and Jacob M. Henslear, Union
against and to capture pirates. This authority
I respectfully recommend to the considera time have espoused the insurrectionary cause led off’. Right from the first Maryland was fix new disabilities and burdens upon* them till els in Missouri they must be a hardened set of ists,
were hung at Greenville, Teun., on the
has been exercised in a single instance only.— tion of Congress the present condition of the and assumed to exercise the powers of agents made to seem against the Union. Our soldiers all of liberty shall be lost.
sinners.
20th of Nov., for bridge burning.
For the more effectual protection of our exten statute laws, with the hope, that Congress will by virtue of commissions from the insurrection were assaulted, bridges were burned and rail
From the first taking of our national census
Charleston, S. C., Nov. 30.
sive and valuable commerce in the Eastern be able to find an easy remedy for the many- ists. It has been stated in the public press roads torn up within her limits, and we were to the last are 70 years, and we find our popu
Patriotic planters on the seaboard are hour
seas, especially, it seems to me that it would inconveniences and evils which constantly em that a portion of these Indians have been or many days, at one time, without the ability to lation at the end of the period eight times*as j LtsH One of the best papers we receive from
also be advisable to authorize the commanders barrass those engaged in the practical adminis ganized as a military force and are attached to bring a single regiment over her soil to the great as it was at the beginning. * The increase I the W est is the St. Paul Press. It is a spirit ly applying the torch to their crops of cotton
and rice. Along the coast there is one sheet
of sailing vessels to recapture any prizes which tration of them. Since the organization ofthe the army of the insurgents, although the Gov Capitol. Now her bridges and railroads arc of those other things which men deem desira
pirates may make of United States vessels and Government, Congress has enacted some 5000 ernment has no official information upon the repaired and opened to the Government. She ble has been even greater. We thus have at ed, energetic sheet, and gives a vast amount of of flame and smoke.
Many military companies in New Orleans
their cargoes, and the Consular Courts estab acts and joint resolutions, which fill more than subject. Letters have been written to the Com already gives seven rigiments to the cause of one view what the popular prineijile applied to interesting Minnesota news.
are volunteering for thirty day’s service at Col
lished by law in Eastern countries to adjudi 6000 closely printed pages and are scattered missioner of Indian affairs by several promi the Guion, and none to the enemy, and her peo Government through the machinery of the
cate the .cases, in the event that should not be through many volumes. Many of these acts nent Chiefs, giving assurances of their loyalty ple^ at a regular election, have sustained the States and the Union has produced at a given
kiSL1 The Abolitionists, instead of signing umbus, Ky.
A special dispatch is in the Memphis papers
objected to by the,local authorities.
petitions,
praying Congress, to free the slaves of
have been drawn in haste and without suffi to the United States and expressing the wish
time, and also what, if firmly maintain^!, it
of the 2d, gives an account of a great battle at
If any good reasons exist why we should per cient caution ; so that their provisions are of for the presence of the Federal forces to pro Union by a large majority, and a larger aggre promises for the future. Thep are already
severe longer in wichhoiding our recognition ten obscure in themselves, or in conflict with tect them. It is believed that on the reposses gate vote than they ever before gave to any amongus thosewho, if the Lotion be nrCserved, the Louth, would show their patriotism and Norristown, East Tennessee, between the Fed
of the independence and sovereignty pfHayti each other, or-at least so doubtful as to render sion of the country by the Federal forces the candidate or any question. Kentucky,, too, for will live to see it contain 210,900,000. .The courage a good deal more if they would shoul- eral forces, under Parson Brownlow, and the
rebels, fought Dec. 1st, in which the Federals
and Liberia, I am uhable to discern.' Unwil- it very difficult for even the best informed per Indians will readily cease. all hostile demon some time in. doubt, is now decidedly and, I struggle of to-day is not altogether for to-day; ocr their guns and go to war.
were victorious. The rebel dispatch calls it
willing, however, to inaugurate a novel policy sons to ascertain precisely what the statute iaw strations and resume their former relations to think, unehangably ranged on the side of the it is for a vast future also. With a firm reli
Unioir.
Missouri
is
comparatively
quiet
and,
in regard to them without the approbation of really is. It seems to me very important that the Government.
A number of Editorials prepared for first Union victory ofthe war. Brownlow had
ance in Providence, all the more firm and earn
I
believe,
cannot
again
be
overrun
by
the
in

three thousand men. The rebel force not as
Congress, I submit for your consideration the the statute law should be made as plain and
est, let us proceed in the great task which ev this week's paper have been crowded out bv certained. The rebels were totally routed.
Agriculture, confessedly the largest interest
expediency of an appropriation fur maintaining intelligible as possible and be reduced to to as of the nation, has not a department or a bu surgents. These three States, of Maryland, ents have devolved upon us.
the President’s Message.
Kentucky,
and
Missouri,
neither
of
which
Gen. Trevassent lias a long communication
a Charge d'Affitirs near each of those States.—• small a compass as mav consist with the full reau, but a Clerkship assigned to it in the Gov
(Signed)
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
in the Memphis Appeal showing fhe insuffi
It does not .admit' of doubt that important com ness and precision of the will of the Legisla ernment. While it is fortuate that the great would promise a single soldier at first, have
Washington. Dec, 3d, 1861.
now
an
aggregate
of
not
less
than
40,000
in
the
The Country to Rejoice at Great News ciency ofthe rebel defenses at and above Mem
mercial advantages, might.be secured by favor ture and the perspecuity of its language.
interest is so independent in its nature as riot field for the Union, while of their citizens not
phis.* He says Columbus once lost, the Feder
in Ten Days.
A Glorious Sight.
able treaties with them;
1 he»e well done, would, I think, greatly fa to have demanded and extorted more from the more than a third in number are among the
Secretaries Cameron and Seward were sere als would have no trouble in marching directly
When the San Jacinto with Messrs Mason
The operations of the Treasury, during fhe cilitate the labors ot those whose duty it is to Government, respectfully ask Congress to con
•period which has elapsed since your adjourn assist in the administration of the law's and sider whether something more cannot be given insurgents, andtlley of doubtful whereabouts and Slidell on hoard, stopped at Holmes’ Hole, naded in Washington on Saturday night. The to Memphis, and that Memphis is entirely de
a ppeared. According to the IfGrid’s fenseless and indefensible, He calls upon ev
on her way to Boston, a fleet of one hundred llatter
atler only
on*y appeared,
ment, have been conducted with signal suc would be a lasting benefit to the people bv pla voluntarily with general advantage. Annual and existence. .
After a somewhat bloody struggle of months, vessels, which had been driven to take refuge correspondent, he “simply complimented the ery male citizen of the State to enroll, and
cess. The patriotism ol’-the-'peoplc has placed cing before them in a more accessible and in reports exhibiting the condition of our agricul
all who do not with death.
at the disposal of the Govern'ine it the large j telligeiit form, the laws which so deeply con tural, commerce and manufactures would pre winter doses on the Union people of Western there by stress of weather, paid Capt. Wilkes music, and stated that in ten days the country threatens
The rebels are sencing their cotton to North
Virginia; leaving them master of their own;
means demanded by the public exigencies.
cern t-heir interests and their duties. lam in sent a fund of information of great practical country. An insurgent force of about 1,500 all the honors, dipping their flags and dressing would rejoice at great news.”
Seward has ma le so many prophecies since ern Alabama for safety.
themselves in the gayest possible colors. At
Much ofthe National Loan has deep taken by formed by. sonic, whose opinions I respect, that value to the country. While 1 make no sug
Coffee is quo:el at one dollar a pound in
citizens ofthe industrial classes, whose confi all the acts of Congress now in force and’ of a gestion as to details, I venture the opinion that for months dominating the narrow peninsula onetime, Lorn the deck of the San Jacinto, one , the war began, which have not, been verified,
we l*ave lost faith in his ability as a proph- Memphis ; none to be had. Bacon sixty cents,
dence in their country’s faith, and zeal for their permanent and general nature, might he re an agricultural and statistical bureau might region constituting the counties of Accomac hundred and thirteen national ensigns could be !
and Northampton, and known as the eastern seen flying.
et; yet we trust, that his prediction of last and other provisions in proportion.
country’s deliverance from its present peril, ! vised and rewritten bo as to
t< be embraced in one profitably be organized.
night may come true, and that in ten days our :
have induced them to contribute to the support volume, or at least, two volumes of ordinary _ 1 he execution of the laws for the suppres shore of \ irginia, together with some contigu
If you want a good paper, subscribe for people may have great news to rejoice over.— i CSS® Read Professor Wood’s advertisement
ofthe Government the whole of their limited and convenient size, and I respectfully recorri- sion of the African slave trade has been eon- ous parts of Maryland, have laid down their
arms and the people there have renewed their the Banker,
Empire.
* in another column.
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Rebels Totally Routed.

THE BANNER.
MOUNT VERNON,.
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Affairs.

Extensive Fire—The Furlong Found
ry destroyed.
Lettweeti 1 and 2 o’clock on Friday morning,
the extensive establishment, known as the Fur*
long Foundry, owned by Messrs. Davis, Byers
and Patterson, immediately west of Mt. Ver
non, was destroped by fire, together with the
entire contents. A little over a year ago the
establishment was purchased by the present
proprietors, who made extensive additions to
its material and facilities for manufacturing
nil kinds ol farming machinery and heavy Cas
tings. They also added a sash, door and
blind manufactory’, which was doing a good
busines. The entire establishment, with the
Stock on hand, was valued at over $25,000.—
Upon this we learn there was but the small
insurance of $5,000 in the Knox County’ Mutu
al. 1 he loss, therefore, will be very’ severe
tipon the owners, who are worthy, industrious
and enterprising men. IIow the fire origina
ted, we have not learned, although it is proearned to have been caused by’ accident. We
are sorry to hear that our townsman, Mr. W.
C. Willig, had a considerable amount of un
finished furniture in the building, which of
course was consumed with every thing else.—
Ilia loss will be several hundred dollars—no
insurance.

More Volunteers Arrived.

Borin Andrews’ Estate.

EDITORIAL BREVITIES.

O3ITVAB.7.

There has been no news from Fort Pickens since our last—the conclusion therefore
is, that the Fort has not been taken.
— The Army in Western Virginia, or at least
that division that has been up the Kanawha,
has gone into winter quarters at Wheeling.
—*Don Pedro V., the young King of Portu
gal, died recently, in the 24th year of his age.
— Opdike has been elected Mayor of New
York, in consequence of the Democrats being
devided. The vote stood: Opdike 25,275,
Gunther 24,588, Wood 24,085.
— The Republican papers of Cincinnati are
ridiculing the President’s Message in the most
shameful manner.
— The Tiffin Tribune estimates tho number
of Volunteers raised in Seneca county at 1,500.
— The officers of the different brigades in
Western Virginia are having a bitter contro
versy in the Cincinnati papers as to whom be
longs the responsibility of allowing the Rebel
General, Floyd, to escape.
— Gen. Benham, the telegraph announces,
has been arrested, and is to be tried, for allow
ing Gen. Floyd to escape.
— Upon the renewed urgent application of
Geo. I). Prentice, of the Louisville Journal,
Secretary Seward has ordered the release of his
brother-in-law, Calhoun Benham, and cx-Scnator Gwin, from Fort Lafayette.
—The Richmond Dispatch of the 28th, says
Congress yesterday passed a law admitting
Missouri into the Southern Confederacy.
— Mr. Cox has introduced resolutions, pro
viding for an exchange of prisoners. This is
right. See Congressional proceedings.
— Vice President Hamlin has appointed
Senators Fessenden and Trumbull, Regents of
the Smithsonian Institution, to fill the vacan
cies occasioned by the death of Senator Doug
las and the treason of Mason.
—r Charles J. Faulkner, of Virginia, will he
released irorn custody on parole. He will pro
ceed immediately South, and procure a similar
release for Hon. Alfred Ely. If unsuccessful,
he pledges himself to return to custody in thir

County, Ohio, Mary, wife of B. L. Critehfield, aud el
dest daughter of Hon. Nicholas Spindler.
She was born in Washington County, Pa., and
moved thence to Ohio when in youth. In the year
1850, under the faithful labors of the younger Conant,
of the North Ohio Conference, sister Critehfield gave
her heart to Ood, and her name to the Methodist Epis
copal Church. During the eleven years of her rela
tionship to the church, she exhibited those high traits
of Christian character which always adorn the lives
of those who serve God from principle, instead Of im
pulse or fear. And the assurance of her acceptance
with Ood through Christ, grew stronger every year.
The writer having been a member of the family circle
for several years, can truly say that sister Mary was
of that modest and retiring, though prompt and effi
cient class, who devoted much of her timo to her fam
ily, and the afflicted of her neighborhood; aud her
many excellencies are best known to that circle of
friends. Tho circumstances of Mary’s sickness were
of the most painful character. On the 8th of the
month her eldest daughter returned from a wedding
tour, and was immediately prostrated with that most
terrible scourge diptheria, and for one month scorned
hair hung between time and eternity. At length she
was pronounced convalescent: when another daugh
ter was taken down with the same disease, adding an
other weight to tho mother’s already sinking powers.
On the 20th, the mother was compelled to take her
bed and receive treatment. At once she advised her
husband that this was her last sickness ; assuring him
that ALL was well ; gavo instructions about her
household affairs, counsel and exhortation to her fam
ily and friends ; selected the text, Revelations 14-13,
“ Blessed are the dead,” Ac., for her funeral sermon;
arranged all the details for her burial—her house set
in order by a consistent and peaceful life of eleven
years faithful obedience to the Gospel of the Son of
God. On the 22nd tho'younger Daughter died, and
on the 23rd while the friends were assembled to pay
their last tribute of respect to little Adelaide the moth
er’s spirit gently winged its way to God who gave it.
On the 25th they were both buried in one grave.—
Thus, in the space of time allotted to Mary, of 37
years, 1 month, C days, did she prepare for the bound
less Eternity, leaving a largo group of doubly be
reaved friends to mourn but not without hope.

DIED—At her residence in Pleasant Valley, Kncx

OTICE is hereby given that tho subscriber has
has been appointed as Executrix of the estate of
Lorin Andrews, late of Knox county, deceased.
Dated at Cleveland, Ohio, this eleventh day of No- i
vember, A. D. 1861.
SARAH R. ANDREWS.
Nov 26-3w
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NOTICE
To the Farmers of Knox County,
And the Rest of Mankind !

THS PEirWSYLVANIA

OOXFtX’O.l

XlL^XilX’OO.CaL. |

1861

1 QZ?1
-L Uv JL

Is a First Class Railroad in all respects,

With 285 Miles Double Tracli
—THREE DAILY TRAINS—
With Connections from all Points 11est,)^Q^-

From PITTSBURG to PHILADELPHIA,

Ail Connecting Direct to New 1 ork,
LL you that have good WHEAT, and do not wish
to sell it at the present prices, then bring it in to
Morning Mail, Afternoon Fast
the EAGLE STEAM MILL, and have it ground—it
Einc, Night Express.
will pay you to do so. M hen wo havo money we buy
One Daily Train from
your Wheat, and pay a fair price for it, and when we
cannot do so wo want to grind it for you and let you
PITTSBURGH TO NEW YORK,
have tiie profits on it. 1 ou can sell all your Flour
430 Miles,
that is made at the Eagle Mill in the City of Mount
IFifAouf Change of Cars,
Vernon, which is the best market you can ask for.—
Wo make the best Flour that is made in Knox county.
Via Allentown and Easton,
We do all kinds of CUSTOM WORK, and guarantee With Direct Connections with Western Cities, arriving
satisfaction. Wo take less for grinding than any oth
Hours in Advance of Other Routes,
er mill in the county. Then bring on your Wheat,
IN TIME FOR BOSTON
and all other grain. We want to grind for every far
By Kail or Boat Bines.
mer in Knox county, and all others that mav give us
a call.
J- W. RUMSEY'A Co.

A

Mt. Vernon, Nov. 25, 1861.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
Homo Iflado Work.

CHARLES WEBER,
JfA/.V STREET. EAST SIDE, NEARLY OP
POSITE THE LYDRAND HOUSE.
T"E keep on hand and for sale, an assortment of
/ Ready-make Custom Work, of all kinds, of
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention
paid to Measure Work. Gents fine and coarse sewed
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco,
Calf and Kip Shoes, sewed and pogged, made to order
on short notice.

w

Repairing Promptly and Neatly Dane.
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock
and workmanship, will do well to call. The best of
French and Spanish Upper Leather usod.
Remember the place.
sept 10

Holiday Presents’

N. B.

Express Train Runs Dally—Others
Sundays Excepted.

NINE Daily Trains from Philadelphia to New York.
Tickets Good on any Line or Train.
New York or Boston Tickets via Pittsburgh, good
VIA PHILADELPHIA OR ALLENTOWN.
Boat Tickets to Boston Good via any of the
Boat Lines. '§3^
-------- *.
Two Daily Connections from Uarrisburg to Baltimore
and Washington.

Baggage Checked Through—all Trans
fers Free.
Fare as Eow as by any other Route.
BUY TICKETS VIA PITTSBURGH.
jS©- Tickets for salo at all Main Offices.

FREIGHTS.

L>ou’t Delay to Purity tke Uoiucl.
Administrator’s Notice.
PURIFY THE BLOOD.
OT1CE is hereby given that the under signed has
been duly appointed and qualified by the Probater
Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Adminis
trator on tho ostate Curtis McDowell, doceased. Ail
persons indebted to said estate are notified to m3ko!
immediate payment to the undersigned, and all per- j
SYRUP.
sons holding claims against said estate, are notified to
present them, legally proven, for settlement, within For the cure cf Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelx
Scrofulous Disease, C«Mto«ox» Eruptions, Sora
one year from this date.
Eves, and every kind of Bffeeasa arising
Dee. 3:w3____ MICHAEL HERS, Administrator.
from an impure state of the Jviood.
Master Commissioner’s Sale.
The most effective Blood Purifx of the 19th Century
Y VIRTUE of a third order of sale, issuod from
T is the Prescription of an educated Physician,
the Court of Common Pleas, within and for the
and all who are afflicted with any of the above
county cf Knox and state of Ohio, and to me directed, named diseases, should use it without delay. It willI will offer for Male, at the South door of the Court drive the disease frem the system, and when enc©
House, in tho city of Mt. 5 ornon,
out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. WkaVSh’s
On Saturday, ike Ath day of January, A. D., 1862,
CERATE, OR OlNOftEKT,
between the hours of 10 o’clock, A. M. and 4 o’clock, and you
have a permanent cure.
P. M. of said day, the following described real estate,
.THE CERATE has proved itself to M tbe best
viz : Lot number live hundred and eighteen, in Ban Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it l;n»
ning’s addition to tho town of Mt. Vernon, in Knox never been known to fail of effecting a permanent
county, Ohio, with the appurtenances, to satisfiy a 3d cure of Old S'WH, Tetter and Ringworm, Neald
order of sale in the case of David Bergor vs. Joseph Head, -Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch,
Watson et al. Appraised at $600.
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pint •
D. C. MONTGOMERY,
pies on the face. And for Sore Niplei and Sore Eyee.
Dec. 3:w5 S3.00
Master Commissioner K. C. T.
the Cerate is tbe only thing required to care. It
should be kept in the house of every family.
HOWARD ASSOCIATION,
Read the following letter from the most rellablo
PHILADELPHIA.
A Benevolent Institution, established by special Endow authority, aDd any perron desiring further evidence
ment for the Relief of the Sick and Distreesed, ofl.c- of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr.
ted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and espe
Eau Claire, Ean Claire Co., tfis., Cot. 1, 186’.
cially for the Cure of Diseases of the Sexual Organs.
Messers. J. N. Harris A Co.—Gentlemen: Youy
EDICAL ADVICE given gratis, by the Acting
agent
Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilstpnasing through our
Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a de
scription of their condition, (age, occupation, habitsplace,
of casually beard of a most offeetuai cure ot an
life, Ac.,) and in case of extreme poverty, Medicine obstinate ease of salt rheum in a member ol my fam
ily, having politely roquested the facts of the ease, I
furnished free of charge.
VALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and most cheerfully comply with his request.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, aft i
other diseases of tho Sexual Organs, and on the NEW
REMEDIES employed in the Disponsary, sent to the was attacked with salt rheum when abouta ye >r nml
afflicted in sealed letter envelopes, free of charge.— a half old. I applied from timo to time for aid to the
Two or three stamps for postages will be acceptable.
most efficient physicians in the eaettem stale*, one
Address, DR. J. SKILLEN HOUGHTON, Acting of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would
Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2, South Ninth sL at times reeeive some temporary relief, still the dis
ease remained, and would break out occasionally,
Philadelphia, Pa.
By order of tho Diroot.org.
with the most virulent type, vntil he arrived at the
nt the age of fourteen years, when my eye providen
EZRA D. HEARTWELL, President.
tially rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s
Geo. Fairchild, Secretary
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup aud Cerate. I at
Philadelphia, Dec. Il:y ________
__
once procured one bottle, which on trial so etioour.
Administrator’s Notice.
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate,
TV^OTICE is hereby given that the undorsigned and the result is that my son now is and has been ef
_j_\ has been duly appointed and qualified by the fectually cured of that wretched disease for the last
Probate Court within and and for Knox county. Ohio, three and a half years. Respectfully yours,
as Administrator on the estate of Daniel Grubb, de
ALFRED PARKER
ceased. All persons inbted to said estate are no
Price of Syrup |1, Cerate 25 cents per bottle.
tified tomakc immediate payment to tbe undersigned,
and all persons holding claims against said estate Directions accompany tack Bottle. Sold by
are notified to present them legally proven for settle Medicine Dealers.
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors,
ment within one year from this date.
Forthe Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, 0.
JOHN WOHLFORT,
To whom orders for the above Medines may ba
Nov 12-3w*
Administrator de bonis non.
addressed.
Seld Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt..
E. R. DIDBI.KE.
J. C. WORK.
1..O. UQOL*
Vernon; James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French,
HENRY F. WARDEN,
Gambier;
N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague A
Late Mt. Vernon, with
llosec, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE,
W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus.
Importers and Jobbers of
May 11-nift

DR. WEA VER’S

CANKER & SALT RHEUfol

B

I

M

By this Route Freights of all descriptions can be
Last week, a portion of a company about 40
forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York, Bos
JUVENILE BOOKS,
ton,
or Baltimore, to and from any point on the Rail
tnen, arrived at Camp Andrews from Alliance
A Ears© and Pretty Assortment, Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, M isconin Stark county. They are a hardy looking
sin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct.
TA3.3VZ TO IEASB.
The Pennsylvania Rail Road also connects at Pitts
HE undersigned will Lease, for tho term of three
eet of men. We hear that about 800 men are
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
burgh with Steamers, by which Goods can be forward
years or more, his Farm, laying adjoining Mt.
now recruiting for this Regiment, including
ed to any port on tho Ohio, Muskingum, Kentucky
Vernon, containing about 200 Acres. It is rich Owl
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOKS,
Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, Wiscon
those in and out of camp.
Creek bottom.
sin, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, and Red Rivers; and
This Farm is well watered, and admirably adapted
OIL COLORED VIEWS,
at Cleveland, Sandusky and Chicago with Steamers to
for Stock or a Dairy Farm.
The time for holding the Courts in this
all Ports on the North-Western Lakes.
Dee. 10-2m
SAMUEL ISRAEL.
ALPHABET BLOCKS,
District, tor 1862, will be found in this issue ot
Merchants and shippers entrusting the transportaBanner.
tion of their Freight to this Company, can rely with
TRANSPARENT SLATES,
DEMOCRATIC BANNER
confidence on its speedy transit.
The Rates of Freight to any portion in the W est by
See advertisement of Samvel Israel,
BOXES OF PAINTS,
the Pennsylvania Rail Road are at ail times as favor
Esq., for the lease of the old Banning Farm,
able as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,
near this city.
Be particular to mark packages “via I’enna. R. R.” Staple am! Fancy Dry Goods,
Household Remedy—Everybody keeps it.
E. J. SNEKDER, Philadelphia.
U7 Chambers a 79 a 81 readf. st., n. y.
ty days.
BACKGAMMON BOARDS, Ac., Ac.
MAGRAW
A
KOONS,
80
North
Street,
Baltimore.
fi^g^The January number of Codey’s Lady’s
— Hutchins, Stevens, Lovejoy and the whole
LEECH A CO., No. 2. Astor House, or No. 18,
Petition for Divorse.
PORTFOLIOS,
PERRY DAVIS’
Book is already at hand. It is the best publi Abolition crew in Congress, are already at work Woodward Block, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Mary Chambers, Plaintiff,
I Jn Knf)X Coun{J
Wm. St. N. Y.
YEGETABI.R
LEECH
A
CO..
No.
51
Kilbv
Street,
Boston.
cation of the kind in the world. Every’ lady, endeavoring to free the negroes of tbe South.
TORTEMONAIS,
William Chambers, Dcfondcnt. }
Common I lens.
II. II. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag’t Phil.
who can spare $2,00, should send for this valu This is practical Republicanism.
L.L. UOUPT, Gen’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia.
HE said defendant is notified that the said plainPURSES,
Exocn Lewis, Gen’l Supt., Altoona, Pn.
Aug. 27.
THE GREAT
able and beautiful monthly.
tiff did, on the 22d day of October, A. D., 1861,
— Capt. Samuel II. Wheeler, of Zanesville, Having just received large additions to our former
tile her petition in the office of the clerk of the Court
FAWUroiCISEOFTM
extensive supply of
SCRAP BOOKS,
died
on
Friday
last,
of
typhoid
fever,
contract

of
Common
Pleas,
in
Knox
county
anil
State
of
Ohio,
U^rThe immortal “I. X.,” the great phil
G rover <5t Baker, Still Ahead!
charging the defendant with wilfulabsor.se for more
ALBUMS,
osopher, orator and champion of Truth, will ed in the mountains of Virginia. He was bu
than three years last past, and asking that she may
AKEN internally, it cures sudden Colds,Coughs.
ried
on
Sunday
with
military
honors.
be dirorsed from the said William Chambers, and
visit Mt. Vernon on Tuesday, and lecture on
ENGLISH POETS,
Ac., Weak Stomaoh Geueral Debility, Nursing
From the well-known Foundery of L. Johnson & Co.,
have reasonable alimony, which petition will stand Sore Mouth, Canker. Liver Complaint, Dispepsia or
his favorite topic. “Lo, the conquering hero
— Pork is selling at $3,00 $3,50 per cwt.— Philadelphia, embracing some of the new'est and most
for
Louring
at
the
next
term
of
said
court.
In Antique-mor-a.nd Blue, and Gold Binding.
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel
comes.” Bow down, ye heavens, and listen, These are the “good times” that were promis beautiful styles, the uxdersigned is better prepared
MA BY CHAMBERS,
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic,Chofora, Diarrhoea aud
than ever to execute
By
Irvine
A
Watson,
her
Attornies.
POCKET
BIBLES
AND
TESTAMENTS.
Oh earth ! to hear the illustrious “J. N.”
Dysentery.
ed farmers by putting the Republican party in
October29 w6-3.50.
In Fine Binding
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old
power.
BOOK AND PAMPHLET WORK,
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises acu
BO™ Our thanks are due to James P. B rr,
Ecgal
Notice.
Miscellaneous Books,
— The Secretary of the Treasury has prepar
Sprains, Swelling of the Joints, Ringworm and Tet
The State ol Ohio, Knox county, ss.
Esq., the enterprising publisher of the Pitts
AND IN FACT EVERY DESCRIPTION OF
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Foot and Chilblains,
IN COURT OF COMMON TLEAS.
ed instructions for those who are to act as Gov
A
Good
Assortment,
Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia and Rheu
burgh Post, for a copy of the President’s Mes
Robert McLoud, Plaintiff,
j
ernment agents, in gathering and shipping Sea
matism,
anb ifaittg (Jari) printing,
vs.
V Civil Action.
sage. Although we received the Message a
It Is a sure cure for Ague, Chills nnd Fever.
Daniel II. Darby, Defendsnt, j
Attachment.
Island cotton on the coasts of South Caro7S<t
day earlier through other sources, yet we nev
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with
and Georgia.
ALIEL II. DARBY, a non-residont of tho State water, ng a gargle, will cure, and it is used with groat
ertheless appreciate the kindness of our friend
of
Ohio,
and
whoso
place
of
residence
is
un

— Rev. H. G. Comingo, a well known Pressuccess in Diptheria.
Nov. 26.
Great Reduction in Prices!
known, will take notice that Robert McLoud, of the
Barr. The Post is a live paper.
Tke Pain Killer
beterian clergyman of Steubenville, died in that
PERFECT New and Improved. Noiseless Gro County of Knox, Ohio, did, on the 24th day of Octo taken internally, should be adulterated with milk or
ver A Baker Sewing Machine, for $10 ! ! ! The ber, A. D. 1861, file in the Court of Common Pleas water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a
city, on the 1st inst., of Diptheria.
Dinner lo Shoi*nian’H Brigade.
only Company that manufactures the two varieties of
of said county, a transcript of the proceedings jn
The Mansfield Herald says : ‘‘The Thanks
— Accounts from Rolla, Mo., state that there
The Stars and Stripes Triumphant! Machines. Double Lock and Single Lock or Shuttle Attachment had before William Walker, a justice of Cough, a few drops on sugar eaton will be more effec
For
Lawyers,
Justices,
Banks,
Railroads,
and
Busi

the
peace within and for the township of Union, in tive than anything else.
giving Dinner to the Sherman Brigade was a are over a thousand families of refugees there, ness men, kept on hand, or printed to order, on the
Stitch. Victory after Victory.
See Printed Directions, which accompany each bottle.
The RebelKon Completely Squelched!
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Union said county, to attach the lands, tenements, Ac., of
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al
great success. An immense* amount of eata- many of whom are in a destitute condition, shortest notice.
of victoriesover Singer’a, WLonlcr.A..Wil the said Daniel II. Barby.a.nd also did, on tho same lowed to have won for itself a reputation unsurpassed
day, file hir. petition in said court against the said
able.s was provided by our liberal people of the with a pitiful prospect for the winter aud more
son's and all other Competing Machines.
Ol'R COUNTRY SAVED!
in the history of medical preparations. Its instanta
The Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker Ma Daniel II. Darby, setting forth that the Daniel H.
county and the city', which had most proper are constantly arriving.
yVP" We solicit the patronage of our friends in this
N VERY DAY brings fresh tidings of the success chines. The Chinese Embassy selocted them and all Darby is indebted to tho said Robert McLoud on a neous effect in the entire eradication and extinction
— Major Slemmer, late of Fort Pickens, is department of our business, assuring them that all
justice done it by the soldiers. The arrange
of the Union cause, and every day brings fresh well regulated families have, or should have one, be certain note of band, or due bill, in tbe sum of fif of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to th»
human family, and the unsolicited written and ver
work executed at this office, will give entire satisfac
arrivals
of GROCERIES.
cause they make less noise, arc more simple run with teen dollars and fifty-four cents, with interest there
now
in
Western
Virginia,
is
a
very
critical
ments for furnishing each company with its
tion as to style aud prices.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, hut greater speed, and less friction, consequently are more on from the 3d day of September, 1854, with a credit bal testimony of the masses in its favor, .havo been
E. HARPER.
share, was perfect, and prevented anything like state of health ; indeed, his life is despaired of.
all other Goods as comparatively cheap. Thankful durable than other machines. They also make the of five dollars indorsed thereon, as of October 10th, and aro its own best adyertisment,
Wh»t stronger proofofthese faotscan be produced
to the public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a most beautiful and elastic stitch or seam, which is 1854, amount now due $15,13, and praying for judg
— The Cincinnati Gazette pays Camp Denni
confusion or a rush. Had we room we would
The greatest blessing of the age, is the discov continuance of the same, and hope to merit it in fu fastened when it leaves the machine. I shall not hes ment thereon; and tbe said Daniel II. Darby is noti than the following letter, received unsolicited, from
son is now one of the most disagreeable places ery of a perfect cure for Rheumatism, Gout and Neu ture by selling goods cheap, and fair dealing at the itate to warrant, every Machino sold. A word to the fied that he is required to appear and answer or de
REV. W, JACOBS:
speak more in detail.”
Newark, N. J. June 6th, I860.
on the Continent. The grounds are badly cut ralgia, and the pernicious effects of Mercury, which is Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.
wise is sufficient. Call and get circular an examine mur to said petition, on or before the third Saturday
Messors. Perry Davis A Son—Gentlemen:—Allow
effected without any inconvenience, or the use of in
Nov. 26, 1861.
for yourselxes.
after the 10th day of December, 1861, or the seme
Sad Calamity.
up by cavalry and artillery, and the recent ternal medicines. We arc satisfied as to its adapta
Wc are pretty familiar with the merits of the load will be taken as confessed against him, and judg me, unsolicited, to send you a word ofaoiuineudution
The Mansfield Herald says : “ A severe af snows and rains have rendered them a lake of tion to those heretofore incurable complaints, and take
Round to ISlaize!
for your Pain Killer. I have used it In my family
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grover A incut rendered accordingly.
T
WISH
it
distinctly
understood
that
we
have
no
these several years, nnd found it all it claims to be.
pleasure
in
calling
the
attention
of
our
readers
to
the
fliction ha9 fallen upon the farmily of J. G. mud.
Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
ROBERT McT.OUD,
For Rheumatism, Coughs Jolds, Burns Cholera ten
advertisement in another column of our paper, of Doc JL connection with any other house in this city, hav
Machine thread Silk and cotton constantly on hand.
Oct 29w6-5.25 By D. C. Montgomery, his Atty.
I’obinson, of the Bucyrus Journal. On Satur
ing purchased of Mr. J. George the stock and paid Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, at the
dencies and difficulties, as well as diseases generally
— Gen. Sam. Houston is not dead, and nev tor Leland a Anti Rheumatic Band.
him
for
it
;
he
holds
no
interest
in
the
Old
Corner,
not
that
prevail in families, I regard the Pain Killer as
nPFRIFVlrnK BLOOD!
day morning his little son, aged about five j er was. lie had been quite ill, but late advices
MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. Bank.
beyond all price, and ns efficacious beyond any medi
IVe take pleasure in calling attention to the medi even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove
SAMUEL P. AXTELL
MOFFAT
’
S
years, was missing. A search was instantly from Texas state that he was slowly recover
[fob 26]
G. M. FAY.
cine within my knowledge. We ketp it as our chief
cines advertised in our paper by J. N. Harris A Co., the same.
Nov.,27, I860.
«
made, and after some time his body was found
family medicine, and find its use in ordinary cases
of Cincinnati, l’erry Davis’ Pain Killer is well known
Cheese
in the cistern adjoining Mr. li.’s house. Life ing.
worth more than any doctor. The testimony ot oth
to the public, and needs no recommendation from us, 21. just received at the Old Corner.
— AND—
— A volunteer belonging to Philadelphia as
was tolaliy extinct, the body being in the cis
ers
among my acquaintances and friends is equally
Nov. 26
its good qualities in all cases have been generally
Cr. M. FAY.
Phoenix Bitters.
tern several hours. This is indeed a sad be picked up on the battle field, at Ball’s Bluff, a tested. The Sherry Wine Bitters, in cases of dyspep
HE high and enviod celebrity which these pre favorable. Many clergymen have spoken ofit in the
ALL AND SEE those nice cheap Sagars, bofore
reavement to the parents, and we heartily con rebel flag of a miniature pattern, made of satin sia, jaundice, liver complaints, and in all cases where
eminent Medicines have acquired for their in highest terras as a family tuedieinee. Missiooarrcf
a tonic is necessary, is highly recommended. Dr.
dole with them in their hour of affliction. The
valuable efficacy in all tho Diseases which they proin repeatod instances Lave said to me in person and
nov 26
G. M. FAY.
The
seven
stars
were
of
solid
silver.
On
tbe
Weaver’s Syrup aud Cerate are desirable remedies in
fess to cure, has rendered the usual practice of puf in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far the
child, thus suddenly taken away, was one of
arising from an impure state of the blood. The
fing not only unnecessary, but unworthy of them. best medicine used in heathen lands, and they use it
unusual promise and was the pride and delight white stripes was delicately written, “Amelia cases
for themselves and families, and administer it to oth
combined use in eases of the two is said to result fa
IN ALL CASES
of every one that knew him. Mr. Robinson to Edwin. Wear this next to your heart.”
vorable in all cases. In the above list may be found
of Asthma, Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Affec ers around them. Thus much 1 am inclined to sny
was formerly a resident of this city, and atone
as un act of justice to vourgelvos, aud as a benefit to
IN NOUNT VERNON.
— All Regiments not filled by the 15th of a panacea for all diseases; try them.—Mauston Star,
tions of tho Bladder and Kidneys.
time connected with the Mansfield Ilorald.
16th, I860, Mauston, Juneau co., Wis.
BILLIOUS FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS, others. You are at liberty io use this testimonial, if
December, are to be consolidaled. The time Feb.
Rkv. W. B. JACOBS,
Sold by James Blanchard.
In the South and West, where these diseases pre ofany service.
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
The signs of the times indicate an in for the final report of all recruiting officers is
vail. they will be found invaluable. Planters, far
WILLIAM
BEAM,
RICHARDSON’S SHERRY WINE BITTERS.—
mers and others, who once use these Medicines, will
land naval expedition on the Mississsippi scarce-; limited to the 12t.h of December. This will Wc are not in favor of universal boasting (a system
Beware Of All Imitations I
neverafterwards be without them.
Of
the
late
firm
of
BEAM
&
MEAD,
having
located
create
some
excitement
among
the
soldiers.
often
employed
by
others)
of
tbe
celebrity
of
this
or
Jy inferior in importance to the expedition to
The Paia Killer is sold by all respectable Druggfstg
BILLIOUS COLIC, SEROUS, LOOSNESS, BiLES,
himself on tho
that
medicine,
and
we
keep
our
praise
until
we
have
throughont the U. States and in Foreign Countries.
COSTIVENESS, COLDS AND COUGHS,
— The Governor of Georgia has appointed
Port Royal. The gunboats, seven in number,
positive knowledge of the value or virtue of an article.
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS,
building in Carondelet and Mound City, Illi II. R. Jackson, of Ga., Major-General and W. We judge of the tree by its fruits, and when we find a East Side of Main Street, one door
J. N. I1AKRIS A Co.,
DROPSIES.
South of Eippitt’s Drug Store,
with really curative powers, we at once come
DvsPF.rstA -—No persen with this distressing dis Proprietors for the Western and Southern States,
nois, are nearly completed, with twenty-fight II. T. Walker, Brigadier General of the Geor medicine
and recommend it to the public. In the present in
ease,should delay using these Medicines immedi
Cincinnati, Ohio.
mortar floats. All these are parts of the Mis gia army.
stance, we cordially recommend to our readers Dr. and nearly opposite the KENY ON HOUSE, trusts
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard,
ately.
his friends and the public generally, will not fail to
— The Galveston Citizen reports the capture Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters.
sissippi navy, to be placed under the command
8.
W.
Lippitt,
Mt.
Vernon;
R.
S.
French, Gambler;
Eruptions of the Skin,Erysipelas, Flatulency.
We know of nothing to excel this for the objects it find him in his new location, with a good stock of
Feveu and Ague.—For this scourge of tho Wes N. Dayton, Martinsburg: Montague <t Home, Fred
of Flag Officer Foote. The engagement of of the pirate Royal Yacht, by the Federal proposes to undertake.
tern country, these Medicines will bo found a safe, ericktown; W. T McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp,
The Sherry Wine Bitters are for sale by James
transports will not be difficult, for the tonnage steamer Santee. All of the crew were taken
May 1 l-6m
speedy and certain remedy. Other medicines leave Danville.
Blanchard.
toe system subjoct to iwreturn of the disease; a cure
laid up at St. Louis is ample to carry 100,600 prisoners.
Spring
and
Summer
Remedyby these medicines is permanent
AT CASH PRICES.
It is not strange that Dr. S. A. Weaver’s Canker
men. General Halleck will move on to Ten
— The Charleston Courier of the 26th reports
Try thorn. Be satisfied, and be cured.
and Salt Rheum Syrup is so very popular. It is real
Good for the Stomach,
nessee overland and down the Mississippi river; the landing of Federal troops at Buckingham ly what it pretends to he, and cures Canker, Salt Rheum, In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please
Foulness of Complexion—
GENERAL DEBILITY, GOUT. GIDDINESS,
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
and the opinion is entertained that by the 1st on the main land. The rebel forces made a Scrofula, Sore eyes, Ac., just as it says to do. It is and merit a share of the public patronage.
Gravel, Headaches ef every kind, Inward Fever, InApril 28,1861.
the product of unremitting toil and patient investiga
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
of March, the Union forces will have posses forward movement.
flamatory Rheumatism, Impure Blood, Jaun
tion of these diseases by a regular physician—a man
Mt.
Vernon
Female
Seminary
dice, Loss of Appetite.
The Celebrated New England Remedy
sion of that State.
— The Washington correspondent of the N. of extensive practice, an honorable Christian man.—
E hereby announce a new arrangement in the
Mercurial Diseases.—Never fails to eradicate
Y. Times says i t is becoming more and more ev It is just what the public have long wanted ; a medi
Boarding Department of the Institution.—
entirely all the effects «f Mercury, infinately sooner
H AB ITU AL CON ST I PATIO N.
The State Legislature of Mississippi ident that Gen., McClellan’s policy is to crush cine which they could rely upon: which would not de
Young ladies boarding in the family will aid to some
than the must poworful preparation of Sarsaparilla. Jnnmlicc, Terr nnd Agi*<*.
ceive or defraud suffering humanity. We advise our
nI OcbtlHy
Manufacturer aud Dealer in
has appropriated $75,000 for the purpose of the rebellion by a mighty pressure and not by friends to seek relief in this never-failing remedy, and extent in tbe domestic work of the family. The por
NIGHT SWEATts NERVOUS COMPLAINTS of nn<l nil Oie,nriaiug fi-ntu n nia«r«tvrr<l
Stomach,
l.ivt
r,
or
Ito,vela,
tion
of
time
allotted
to
each
pupil
will
not
exceed
all
kinds,
ORGANIC
AFFECTIONS.
speedily rernovo tho evils which they have so long
raising 10,000 men for sixty days to be sent to a mighty slaughter.
HEY are used and recommended by leading
half an hoitr per day. Instead of retarding it will
Piles.—The original proprietor of these Medi
suffered.
FOR MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.
Columbus, which rebels propose to make the
Physicians of the country, and all who try them
rather facilitate their progress in study, by its invig
cines was cured ot Piles of 35 years’ standing, by
Sold by medicine dealers generally.
MPORTER
and
Jobber
of
Cloths.
Cassimcros
Ves

pronounce them invaluable.
orating influence; and largely lessen the expense.—
the use of these Life Medicines alone.
grand battle ground of the Mississippi Valley,
Times of Holding Courts in the
tings, Tailor's Trimmings and Furnishing Goods.
D
r
. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes frem Navarro,
We
propose
to
furnish
Boarding
(fuel
included)
and
PAINS in tho Head, side, back, JointB and Or
Mexicasi Mustang Einimcnt.
Sixth Judicial District.
where immense preparations are being made
Also, sole agent for the salo of
Stark Co., Ohio, ‘'the Bitters are highly praised by
gans.
Intrinsic virtue alone could insure the success instruction in all the English Studies and Latin, at
The State of Uhio, Amox County, ss.
MRS. It. It. SLOAN.
Rheumatism.—Those affected with this terrible those sufferingfrom indigestion, dyspepsia and liver
against an attack. Sixty day troops are also
Singer’s Celebrated Sewing Machines,
ALEXANDER C. ELLIOTT, Clerk of the which this articlo has attained. For Rheumatism, $110 per annum.
complaint.”
Sept. 24. 1861.
, Court of Common Pleas, within and for said Salt Rheum, Burns, Bruises, Stiff Joints, or Galls,
and Storr’s Automoton Pressman, and dealer in Sew disease, will be sure of relief by tbe Life Medicines
being raised at New Orleans for Columbus.
E. Si DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
Rush of Blood to the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum
Sprains,
Poll
Evil,
and
Swellings
upon
Horses,
it
has
ing
Machine
Needles.
Twist,
Threads,
Ac.
county, do hereby certify, that tho following is a true
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
lays, “they give great satisfaction. I nre them my
Swellings.
“Old Winter is coming, alack !
copy of the times of holding the District and Common no equal. No person will be without it who has once
Jgaae A. Isaac's Union Ilall,
self, having taken cold, become prostrate and lost iny
Scrofula,
or
Kings
’
Evil
in
its
worst
forms,Ulcers
tested
its
value.
Mr.
John
Daniels,
of
Montgomery,
Pleas Courts, in the Sixth Judicial District of Ohio,
A right jolly old fellow is he
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, 0. of every description.
appetite. It relieved mo, and I con recommend it
and filed in my office, by the Judges of said Ala., sold a negro for $800, raised from uselessness
Nov 26:y
And every one feels the necessity of procuring returned
Worms of all kinds aro effectually expolled by with great aasuranee of its merits.”
by the Mustang Liniment. L. W. White, Esq., RidgCourt, on the 25th day of November, A. D. 1861:
Dr.WM.M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., write*
these Medicines. Parents will do well to adminis
warm winter clothing. To those who have
“ At a meeting of the undersigned Judges of the field, Conn., says:—“I can cheerfully say no article
'GREAT CURE!
ter them whenovortheirexistenseis suspected. Re us that they are the most valuable medicine offered,
of Common P’leas of the Sixth Judicial District ever before effected such cures in our vicinity.” Mr.
not already supplied themselves we say, go to Court
The
Union
and
Constitution
Forever!
ne
has recommended them with great success, and
S.
Litch,
Hyde
Park,
Vt.,
writes
:
—
The
horse
was
lief will he certain.
of Ohio, held at Mansfield, Ohio,
with them made several cares of palpitation of th»
The Li’e Pill* and Phicnix Bitters
Buschman’s at once. He has overcoats, rang
»R. EEEAND’S
It was ordered, That the District Court and Court considered worthless, (his case was spavin,) but since
the free use of the Mustang Liniment, I have sold
A£i. BEACB
heart and general debility.
PURIFY THE BLOOD,
ing in price from $3,50 to $15 ; so that all pur of Commoh Pleas, for the year 1862, be held in the him for $150!” Such fact are reaching ns daily. It
ESPECl I ULLA announces to the citizens of
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq.,Blountsville, Heavy
And thus remove all disease from tho system.
several counties of said District, at the times followIS
THS
OXI.Y
REMEhY
KNOWN
FOR
Mt.
Vernon
that
he
is
prepared
to
serve
them
should be in every house and stable. But be sure
Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May
ses and all tastes can be satisfied.
Prepared and sold by
with
FRESH
MEATS,
every
Tuesday.
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and
you
get
the
genuine
;
it
has
been
counterfeited
by
un

3,
I860, lie was inuoh reduced, having been afflict
RHEUMATISM,
GOUT
&
NEURALIGIA
DR. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
DISTRICT COURT.
scrupulous parties in St. Louis. Each wrapper will Saturday, at his elegant Marble Hall Meat Shop, on
ANO A SURE CURE FOR
335 Broadway, corner of Anthony Street, N. Y. ed for three, years with great nervous debility, pal
Holmes countv. June 10th, 1S62.
The Postmaster at Leonardstown, a rebel
a
ft
hereafter bear tho signature of D. S. Barnes, Proprie Main street, three doors South of Gambier. lie will
pitation of the heart of the most severe and pros
All Mercurial Diseases.
11th, “
For sale by all Druggists.
Deo23:y.
Wayne
village on the lower Potomac, was surprised
ft
trating character, “after using a few bottles I was
tor, and G. W. Westbrook, Chemist, with the protec keep on hand the best kind of BEEF VE \L MUT
16 th, “
Ashland
by a visit of a United States detective last week,
TON,
PORK,
SAUSAGE,
all
in
their
season.
Be
ft
a
five
words,
“
Trade
”
“
Mark
”
in
two
Medallions
of
completely restored, and am now in robust health.’
18th, “
Richland
T is a conveniently arranged Band, containing c
who seized half a bushel of letters, mostly from
sure
and
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me
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at
Marble
Hall,
where
I
shall
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was nffiicted
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the
Federal
currency.
The
genuine
is
sold
by
respec

23d, “
Morrow
medicated compound, to be worn around tho Waist,
treat you all, both great aud small, to the nicest meat
Richmond, to Maryland allies. Many from
ft
with rhumatistn for twenty years, in all its variou#
table dealers everywhere.
D. S. BARNES,
27th, •'
Delaware, ft
without injury to the most, delicate person; no changi
meat in Mt. Vernon, That’s so. Captain, aug 6:tf
Oct 12-lrn
New York.
forms, and at the date of his letter he had been two
ft
former Vlarv’landers abound in legiets thatthey
July 7th, «
Knox
in habits of living is required, and it entirely removes
years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when
a
ft
11th, “
are not out "of rebellion, which feeds and clothes
Licking
tho disease from the system, without producing the inZrQ'
Mrs.
C.
P.
Brister,
Editress
of
Newnrk
(J.)
several physicians could do him do good. lie says,
a
u
23d, “
Cosehocton
iurious effects arising from the use of powerful inter
Lithographic,
them very poorly,
Tunes, writes in her paper of January 29, 1859, as
“for rhnmatism, dyspepsia, liver oomplnint, kidney
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
nal
medicines
which
weaken
and
destroy
the
consti
and
Prf
follows:
affeetion, or dropsy, it is a specific ccrtuin remedy.”
Knox County, February 11, May 13, October 8.
Nos. 17
tutioHj and give temporary relief only. By this treat
__ The San Sacinto, Capt. Wilkes’ vessel has Licking
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., Ql,
We know that Dr. Roback’s Scandinavian Reme
county, March 4, August 26, November 25.
ONDS and Coupons, Certificates Of Stock, Diplo nent, the medicinal properties contained in the Band
(a
section where Fever ar.d Ague prevails,) that he
dies
are
all
they
claim
to
be.
The
Dr.
presented
us
been moored alongside the dry-dock, in Boston, Delaware county, February 11, April 8, September 23,
come in contact with blood and reaches the diseas.
mas,
Drafts,
Notes,
Checks,
Maps,
Bill
and
Let

most cheerfully recommends them of decided merit
with a few bottles of his Scandinavian Blood Purifioi
through the pores of the skin effecting in every in
for overhauling she is reported in a perfecllyl Coshocton county, March 4, August 11, November 24 and boxes of his Blood Pills last summer which put
terheads, Show Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels,
in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA
’)r 0
®
*
Wayne county, March 3, September 8, November 24.
and general debility.
new life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and Business and Visiting Cards, Ac., executed in the stance a perfect cure, and restores the parts afflicte
sound condition. One hundred of the crew Holmes county, February 11, May 6, November 4.
to a healthy condition. This band is also amostpow
best style, at moderate terms.
D. K. GALLEHERS, hi. D., writes from V#n
leave
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better
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Ashland
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agent,
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entirely
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marched from the Navy Yard to Faneuil Hall
First premiums for Lithography awarded hv the
Wert, Ohio, “ I most respectfully recommend the
usually do, and have no depressing effect. We feel
Morrow county, February 25, May 6, October 14.
licve
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system
from
the
pernicious,
effect
of
Mercury
Ohio
and
Penn.
State
Agricultural
Societies,
1852,
Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice r f Dyspeptic per
safe in recommending tho Blood Purifier to all suf
Monday afternoon, where they were address Richland county, March 17, September 1, Nov. 17.
Moderate cases are cured in a few days, and we ar
July 14.
fering frem debility, be tho cause what it may, the 1853, 1854. 1855 and 1856.
sons, and to all who require a stimulating medietce.
WM. SAMPLE,
•onstantly
receiving
testimonials
of
efficacy
in
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e l by Mayor Wightman and Rev. Phineae
Pills have this peculiarity they are powerfully ac
Sttch
we nre receiving Hai’r.
Gnstom Work.
WM. GIVEN,
rated cases of long standing.
No. 5 WATER STREET,
live, aud at the same time leave the patient stronger
Full Particulars Accompany Each Bottled
ARTICULAR attention paid to manfacturing
Stowe.
GEO. W. GEDDES.
Price $2,00, to bo had of Druggists generally, or caj
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eliorMansfield, Ohio, Nov. 21, 1861.
be sent by mail or express with full directions fo
drastic remedies. Try them with the Blood Purifie
Price 75 etc. per bottle. J. N. H VRRIS rf- CO.
test notice.
[may 14]
MORTON & SAPP. use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin
__ Fifteen thousand Russian troops had at
IN TESTIMONY whereof, I have hereto and you will fee* like many who have been relieved,
dP.OROW A. PATIft, >
Cincinnati. Oolo, Proprietors for the Southern e*s4
CGKYSKA S»,0
b. r. nrixOTTO.
{
tacked ten thousand mountaineers in Cir assia. SEAfi ) set my name aud affixed the seal of said and willing toad! your testimony to their efficacy.
cinal office.
W ANTED, '
Western States, to whom address all orders.
No. 409 Broadway. New lork.
I
COOK
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a.
small
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tc
do
cooking
alone.
'-277)
”
'
Court,
at
Mount
Vernon,
this
26th
day
ot
See
advertisement.
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, 0.; Jctnei
A iter fighting six hours, the Russians were put
G. Smith & Co. Stile Proprietors.
XA. Apply to Professor Wharton, Gambier.
November, A. D. 1861ALEX. C. ELLIOTT.
Country
Merchants
Blanchard, Mi. Vernon; R. B, French, Gambier: V
N. B.—Description Circulars Sent Free.
t flight with very heavy losses, including a
Aov. 5. 2t.
z~N AN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A IIos.-ic, Fi^del
Dee. 10-w4 prf §5.62.
Ub. rk.
PATENT OFFICE AGENCY,
JpSS' Agents Wanted Everywhere "t5£^
t / thin*’ iu our line, at Cloleland wholesale p- <®e. cicktown; W. T. Mahon. Millwood; S. W. SapB*
General of Di vision killed. Six thousand Rus T OB PlllN TING of ail kind6 neatly and cheapOpposite the Weddch House, Cleveland, Oh o.
JT|EEDS,^MORTGAGES^ QUIT-CLAIMS, and in
For sale bv Jarnos Blanchard, Mt- Vernon, Ohio
MORTON A SAiP.
Danville; Roberts A SeiMasl, Columbus. [May ll.£
fact all kinds of Blanks, for Side at thie’ofiiCe.
tr. w. wttERiPCB
fMayS.J
J. brajkawp.
t J ly executed at this office.
May 14, 1861.
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Blood Purifycr and E5l<M»d Pills.

PROF. O. J. WOOD’S

“They go right to
INSTANT RELIEF !

RESTORATIVE CORDIAL

Spot.”

STOP YOUR COUGH!

PURIFY YOUR BREATH!

AND

BLOOD RENOVATOR.
S precisely what its name indicates, for while
pleasant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilara
ting and strengthening to the vital powers It also
revivifies, reinstates and renews the blood in all its
original purity,.nd thus restores and renders he
aystem invulnerable to attacks of disease. It is the
only preparation ever offered to the world in a popu
lar form so as to be within the reach of all.
DR. HOBACK’S
So chemically and skillfully combined as to be tne
SO AN D IN A VI AN REMEDIES.
most noworful tonic, and yet so perfectly adapted so
at to act in perfect accordance with the laws of nature, riVHE evidence in the possession of Dr. Roback,
L which is at all times accessible to the public, es
and hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up the
digestive organs, and allay all nervous and other ir tablish the following
FACTS!
ritation. It is also perfectly oxhilarating in its effects
and yet it is never followed by lassitude or depres That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD PILLS
sion of spirits. It is composed entiroly of vegeta have been proved by analysis to
Contain No Mineral,
bles, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonic
and soothing properties, and consequently can never That they cure tho almost universal complaint,
Dyspepsia
injure. As a a sure peventive and cure of
CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, INDIGES with unerring certainty, and in a very shart time.
That
after
all
other
medicines have proved useless,
TION, DYSPEPSIA, LOSS OF APPETITE,
they relieve
FAINTNESS, NERVOUS IRRITABILI
Liver Complaint,
TY, NEURALGIA, PALPITATION OF
and restore the health and strength of tho sufferer.
THE HEART, MELACHOLY, HY
That
POCHONDRIA, NIGHT SWEATS,
Sick Female*,
LANGUOR, GIDDINESS, AND
who have languished for years in holpless weakness
THAT CLASS OF CASES SO
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidity un
FEARFULLY FATAL CALL
der their invigorating operation. That all sexual
ED FEMALE WEAKNESS,
disabilities are removed by tlieir cordial and gentle
AND IRREGULARITIES.
stimulating properties. That they recruit
THERE IS NOTHING ITS . EQUAL,
Shattered Constitution*,
Also L’ver dorangementa or Torpidity and Liver
Complaints, Diseases of the Kidney, or any general however they may have been trifled with and abus
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life,
derangement of tho Urinaty organs.
_
It will not only cure the debility following Chills and render it enjoyable. That operating directly
and Fever, but prevent all attacks arising from Mias- upon the poison of the disease in the blood, they
Cause Soon to Ileal,
matio influences, and eures the diseasee at once, if
and discharge from the system every taint of Scro
already attacked.
TRAVELERS should hare a bottle with them, as fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
Recruit the Debilitated,
it will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse
quences following upon change of climate and water. and that there is do disease of tho Stomach and Bow
As it prevents eostivoness, strengthens the diges els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands
tive organs, it should be iu the hands of all persons or Muscles,
Arising from Impurities or
,f sedentary habits.
Obstructions of the Blood
LADIES not accustomed to much out-door exer
Or Secretions,
aise should always use it.
MOTHERS should use it, for it is a perfect relief, in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad
taken a month or two before the final trial, she will ministered before the very citadel of lifo has beon
pass the dreadful period with porfeot ease and safety. invaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
There is no ill loin he About it,
Boar in mind that the SCANDIVADIAN VEGE
THE CORDIAL IS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!! TABLE BLOOD PILLS aro endorsed by the expe
Mothers Try It.
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let
And to you we appeal, to detect the illness or do ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of
eline not only of your daughters before it be too month, proclaim them to bo the very best prepara
late, but also your sons and husbands, for while tho tion of the kind ever offered to the broken-down vic
former from false delieacy, often go down to a pre tims of ill-haath. They hunt disease through every
mature grave, rather than let their condition be avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor
known in time, tho latter are often so mixed up with oughly and permanently.
the excitement of business, that if it wero not for
No ouo can deubt their superiority after one sin
you, they too, would travel in the same downward gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact chea
path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.— per than any other Pills, for it takes a less number
But the mether is always vigilant, and to you wo of them to produce a better effect.
eonfidently appeal; for we are sure your never-failing
Price of tho Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi
affoction will unerringly point you to PROF. IVOOD’S er, $1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENO- Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per
OATOR as the romody which should be always on box, or 5 boxes for $1.
hand in tiruo of need.
O.J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway,New York,
A NEW ARTICLE.
and 114 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., and sold by
Dr. Itoback’s Stomach Bitters.
all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle.
A now and delightful Stomachic and Cordial, for
For sale by Jas. Blanchard, Mt. Vernon.
giving tone to tho Stomach, and for the prevention
May 7, 1861.
of bilious complaints incident to the Westoru coun
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re
lieve Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it.
The formula of these Bitters, now (1 86 i) the sole
property of Dr. Roback, originated with ono of the
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of
the West, and it is directly predicated upon the
wants of Westorn poople.
Those Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow
erful tonio nature of the roots and herbs of which
they aro composed, and as they are, by allaying un
natural eravings of the stomach, directly promotive
of

STRENGTHEN YOUR VOICE 1

I

GIN

SPALDING’S

THROAT CONFECTIONS
GOOD FOR CLERGYMEN,
GOOD FOR LECTURERS,
GOOD FOR PUBLBC SPEAKERS,
GOOD FOR SINGER*,
GN0D for CONSUMPTIVES
8ENTLEMEN CARRY

SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS.
LADIET ARE DELIGHTED WITH

SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS.

They relieve a Cough instantly.
They clear the Throat.

They give strength and volume to the voice.

They impart a delicious aroma to the breath.
They are delightful to the taste.

They are made of simple herbs and cannot harm
any one.
I advise every one who has a Congh or n Husky
Voico or a. Bad Breath, or any difficulty of the Throat,
to got a package of my Throat Confection*. They
will relievo you instantly, aud you will agree with
me that “thoy go right to the spot” You will find
them very useful and pleasant while travelling or at
tending public meetings, for stilling your cough or
allaying your thirst. If you try one package, I am
safe in saying that you will ever afterwards consid
er them indispensable. You will find them at tho
Druggists and dealers in medicines.

PRICE TWENTY-CENTS,

My signature is on each package. All others are
counterfeit.
A Package will be sont by mail, prepaid, on re
ceipt of Thirty Cents.
Address

IIENRY C. SPALDING,
No. 43 Cedar St. New York.

T

TEMPLE OF ART!

SPRING GOODS!

A

Cheaper than Ever!

W. MEAD’S, T

D.

WITH YOU ONCE MORE!

A

WASHING MACHINE!

I

Furniture Rooms,

W

I

DRUG STORE

JOSEPH M CORMICK S

JAMES BLANCHARD,

FURNITURE

Drugs and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.

BUREAUS, BEDSTEADS, LOUNGES,
WARDROBES, SOFAS, HAT-RACKS,
BOOK-CASES. CENTRE, PIER aud
DINING TABLES, MAHOGANY,
CANE SEAT, and COMMON CHAIRS,
MATRASSES, 4c., 4c.
And in fact every article to be found in a first-class
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order any
article that may be called for. I employ the very
best workmen to be had, and every articlo sold will
be warranted. I solicit a continuation of the liberal
patronage heretofore extended to me.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.

UKDFRTAKIXG.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY

Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and Dye
Stuffs,

The subscriber still continues tbe Undertaking Bu
siness, and having an elegant HEARSE is prepared
to attend funerals in either town or country. Coffins
made to order, in the best style, and on the shortest
notice. lean be found at my Furniture Ware-rooms,
in Banning’s Building, opposite Woodward Block, Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
roar U:tf

.

T

MEAT MARKET.

PURE WINES AND

BRANDIES

FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,

R

PERFUMERY,

Joaepii Bcclitell

T

3AKES pleasure in an
nouncing to his friends
aud customers that lie still
continues to keep for sale
the very best Beef, Mutton,
Lamb, Pork, and Veal, at
his cellar, on the corner of Main and Vine streets, un
der Clark's Tailor Shop. By keeping good MEAT,
and by honest dealing, he hopes to merit a continu
ance ot the liberal patronage he has heretofore receiv
ed- '
April 27:tf

HOLTON HOUSE,
AETVARH, OHIO.

SOAP

AND FANCY

SNUFF AND

CEPHALIC PILLS,
HEADACHE,

FAMILY

ARTICLES

CIGARS,

MEDICINES,

O the citizens of Knox County, I would return
my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to
me since I became proprietor of this House, and
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make the
HOLTON HOUSE rank equal to any house in this
part of the State, and my Guests shall have my undi
vided attention for their comfort, while they remain
my guests.
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house.
Oct II. ’59:tf

T

WOOD WELL’S

BURNETT’S COCOINE,
BURNETT’S KOLI.ISTON,

BURNETT’S

LORIMEL,

FURNITURE

a

and

O3BC.AX:FU£t,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.

—EMHRAC no —

EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
—IN—

HAMUFACTERP.R

OF

Rosewood, Mahogany and Walnut,
SUITABLE EOR

BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.

Parlors,
Chambers, and
Dining Rooms,
EQUAL TO ANY IN

Particular care in compounding Physicians Pro
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Jan. 29, 1S60.

NKW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,

FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, O.

WIFFIA9I SANDERSON

J. B. MII.LKK,

ESPECTFULLY informs the public and hi
Sign, Ornaments! and Fresco Painter,
friends that he continues to manufacture Carri
ages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wagons, PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, 4c.,
Sleighs and Choriatz, in all their various styles of No. 109 maim st., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
finish and proportion.
ILDED SIDE AND TOP LIGHTS, WINDOW
All orders will be executed with strict regard to du
Curtains,
Decorative
Paper
Hanging, 4c., Ac.
rability and beauty of finish. Repairs will also be
Land Scape Painting dono to order. Pictures fram
attended to on the most reasonable terms. As I use
in all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and em ed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable terms.—
ploy none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident Stenccling in paper or metal neatly executed.
P. S. Block letters to order.
May 22,1860.
that all who favor me with their patronage, will be
perfectly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my
IMBBOTYP^S AND MELAINOTYPES.
work will be warranted.
/'-ft' Purchasers are requested to give me a call be
fore buying elsewbero.
Mar. 20;tf.
G. A. McDOYAJLD.
UCCESSOK to Power 4 McDonald, respectfully
A CARD.
announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vi
JIlllE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at cinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes 4
8 the old Stand on High Street, West of the It. R. Melainotypes, in the best style of art, at his rooms in
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now Woodward Block. From a long experience in busi
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old ness he flatters himself that he will give entire satis
friends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm faction to all who may favor him w ith business. Prices
shake of the hand, social chat and then furnish them as low as the lowest. Please give me a call before
with any thing in the line of business they are to be engaging pictures elsewhere.
1 tfsupplied with at this plaee. The same business is
continued here as you will see by advertisement.
Come on Farmers and all others and support home
industry.
M. C. FURLONG.

R

G

Nev/ Firm.

Root, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store,

FURLONG”FOTTNDitY

Opposite Woodward Block,

Fiii'Iong fi'ouiHiry.

MOUNT’ VERNON, O.

Sign of the Red Bedstead, and
Golden Clliaia*.

Morton dt Sapp's Boot and Shoe Store,

for
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above Corner of Main and \ ine streets, Banning Building,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
may 14
representations will be realized or no sale. Also,

Sugar Mills with B. D. Evans*
P A T ENT E V A P O R A T O R,
Patented March 20th, 1869. These mills are heavy
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to bo unexcel
led by any iu these parts; and as for the Evapora
tor, it is the best adapted to tbe business, of any pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the fur
nace part senes for a stole, for a kitchen or cooking
vegetables for stock, and all its advant.i|res over oth
ers for convenience, has to bo seen and used to be
properly appreciated. Those wishing to purchase
will be but wise to examine this before buying else
where.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the vari
ous styles and descriptions made and repaired that
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow,
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Iliaer right and
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, Ac.,
4e. Also, Scrapers with cast points, an excellent
article. Also, Castings, Machinery, 4c., to ordsw
S. DAVIS 4 CO.
Apr24
M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag't.

EOWER PRICES.

Cabinet-Makers

I

T

AND AT

Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE AND
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
Hotels and Steamboats Furnished at the shortest notice.
Ware-rooms, Nos. 77 and 79, Third street,
marl"
PITTSBURGH.

MORTOX A SAPP

) ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount
V Vernon and vicinity, that they are bow prepar
manceacturers of
ed to suit every one in their line of business, at prices
MOWERS AND REAPERS
that cannot be sold under.
CALLED Tne
GO AND SEE
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all
HE most simple in construction and perfect in its sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we
operation, the lightest in draft, and least liable to have a splendid assortment of Hats and Cape of the
get out of order of any in use. Now if farmers latest
of
style; Men's and Boy’s Military Caps; and
Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy
Come and try
their Leather and Findings at

S. DAVIS & CO.,

Mount Vernon

WOOLEN FACTORY!

Every Article made by Hand and Warranted.

CHAIR AND BEDSTEAD 1IAAIFACTOR!',

NNOUNCE to the citizens of Knox and the
surrounding counties, that they are now prepar
ed to manufacture to order all kinds of Sash, Doors
and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, and all work
required in house finishing. We shall use the very
best material, and will warrant all our work.
Shop on High street, opposite the Court House,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
march 20.

A

Coach and Carriage Factory,

tHelieap
and Elegant Furniture.
will at all times keep on hand a large stock of

E

F

DEVOE 4 HUBBELL,

BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
undersigned respectfully announces to the
| citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties,
that he has greatly enlarged his business, and is now
prepared to offer superior inducements to those who
wish to purchase

By the use of these Pills the periodic attacks of
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme
diate relief from pain and sickness will be ob
tained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and
Headache to which females are so subject.
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cos
tiveness.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females,
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu
able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giving
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, and restor
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole
system.
’ The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long
investigation and carefully conducted experiments,
having been in use many years, during which time
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged
state of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in theircomposition,
and may be taken at all times with perfect safety
without making any change of diet, and the ab
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to
administer them to children.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
COOKING. PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
WALKER'S UNION WASHER.
The genuine have Jive signatures of Henry C.
PLOWS OF ALL KINDS,
Spalding on each Bojc
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
HORACE WELSH,
Sold by Drufigists and all other Dealers in Med
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of icines.
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
Knox and the adjoining counties that he is the
A Box will be sent by mail,prepaid, on receipt
All work manufactured at my establishment will
agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER'S
he warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi- of the
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
tomers, and will be sold at prices equally as low if tatos not to say is the
All orders should be addressed to
not lower than similar articles can be had in Mt.
Beat Washing Machine
HENRY C. SPALDING,
Vernon. The patronage of the public is solicited.
now in use in the country. Theso machines arc
48 Cedar Street, New York.
raar!6
L. D. RANKIN.
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon,
and are sold at extremely low prices. Read the fol
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF
lowing certificate of persons well known in this com
S PA I.DING’S
munity ;
Mt. Veunon, Ohio, Feb. 4th, 1861.
Wo tho undersigned, would recommend G. Walk
er’s Union Washer as ono of tho most desirable im
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM
plements of household economy; and believe that it
stands unequaled for ease of operating, for perfection
and expedition in washing, and for tho comfort and
$35.00
From the Examiner, Norfolk,Va.
AY8 the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop health of the operator, freeing them from the inju
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which
ular and successful Commercial School iu the rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in they were made, viz: Cure of Headache in all
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de forms.
country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men
from twenty-eight different States, have been edu stroying fumes of the wash
From the Examiner,Norfolk, Va.
L. M. Watson,
L. M. Fowler,
cated for business here within the past three years,
They have been tested in more than a thousand
Robert
Watson,
Henry
Ransom,
ume of whom have been omployed as Book-keopers
eases, with entire success.
William Bartlett,
Ellen Ransom,
at salaries of
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
J. B. Staunton,
Wm. Wallace Wade,
2,000 Per Annum,
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
Hollen M. Staunton,
Mary E. Wade,
Immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you
*Win. B.Beardsley,
E. Hildreth,
accounts when they entered the College.
may have them in case ol an attack.
Dorcus Beardsley,
A. W. Hildreth,
Ajinisters’ sons at half price. Students en
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
Win. Blair.
Geo. W. Jackson,
ter at any time, and review when they please, with
The Cephalic Fills are said to be a remarkably
March 5, ’61;tf.
out extra charge.
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof
very best for that very frequent complaint which
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship, and
has ever been discovered
a large Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-five
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, III.
•cuts in postage stamps to the Principals,
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unri
JENKINS A SMITH,
jan 22-1 y
Pittsburgh, Pa.
vnlled Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley7 Star. Kanawha, Vn.
Something for the Times!!!
We are suie that persons suffering with the
A NECESSITY IN EVERY HOUSE HOLD! !
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La
MRS. WIWSGOW,
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre
sure
that your testimony can be added to the al
sents
to
tho
attention
of
mothers,
her
The Strongest Glue in the World
ready numerous list that has received benefits that
/’or C’eweuuMg IFoocf, Leather, Glaaa, Ivory,
no other medicine can produce.
ChinaMarble, Porcelain, Alabaster,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
From the St Louis Democrat.
Pone, Coral, &c.,
&c,,
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic
Ihe only article of the kind every pro softening 1ho gums, reducion all inflamation—will Pills)
is rapidly increasing.
allnv all pain and spasmodic action, and is
duced which will withstand water.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
MIRG TO RGCDLATG TIIE BOWELS’.
Mr. Spafling would not connect his nams with
Depend upon it, mothors, it will give rest to your
EXTRACTS.
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
“Every housekeeper should have a supply of Johns selves. and
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
* Crosloy’s American Cement Gluo.”—N. Y. Times. RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the
It not only’ relieves the child from pain, but invig
“ It is so convenient to have in the house.”__N. Y.
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and most respectablequarters.
Exp rent.
Ifc is always ready ♦ this commends it to every" gives tone and energy to tho whole system. It will O" A single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED
almost instantly relieve
body.”—N. Y. Independent.
GLUE will save ten times it8costannually,«£l!
“We have tried it, and find it as useful in our GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem
Souse as water.”— IFzTie, Spirit of the Times.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
edied, end in death. Wo believe it tho BEST and
Price 25 Cents per Bottle.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SUREST
REMEDY
IN
THE
WORLD,
in
all
cases
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers
SPALDING'S PREPARED GLUE !
of DYSENTERY and DIARRfEA IN CHILDREN,
TERMS CASH.
SAVE THE PRICES !
For sale by all Druggists and Storekeepers wliethor it arrises from teething, or from any other
cause.
We
would
say
to
every
mothor
who
has
a
ECONOMY !
DISPATCH !
generally throughout the the eountrv.
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints
O' “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,”
J OH AS &, CROSL.EY,
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE
As accidents will happen, even in well regula
(Sole Manufacturers,)
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you
78 WILLIAM STREET,
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
(corner of Liberty Street,)
NEW YORK. and your suffering child, and the relief that will be and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys,
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the
_iuly 9-TyM. & A.
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions Crockery, &c.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu
JOHN COCHRAN & BRO.
ine nuless the fac-simile of CURTIS 4 PERKINS, meets all such emergencies, and no household can
masupacturkrs op
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and
New York, is on the outside rapper.
IrWiad««?’sh,ai Vaults, Vault Doors, Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines up to the sticking point.
•window Shutters, Guards v<»
in Knox County.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
zn ♦ ^^-^‘rei,ai!di6 7SX^CPRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N. Y.
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
(Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH PA
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE
25 cents.
Address,
TT AVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy
March 26, 1861.
HENRY C. SPALDING,
XL and plain, suitable for all purposes. pBrtiCu
No.
48
Cedar Street, New York.
lar attention paid to enclosing GraveLots. Jobbing
WM BLY NN,
done at short notico.
’ mRrg g
Having removed to
CAUTION.
,fcjsT uECKfvEDRr
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting
FIT RUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him to palm off on the unsuspecting public,imitations
ROM the manufacturers, a Spring sunnlv of JL at his new location. He will soon mako an ad
Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades dition to his already large stock, a new assortment o of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons
to examine before purchasing, and see that the full
and Curtain Fixtures, at
name,
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
sOLDROYD’S BOOK A JEWELRY STORE
Fancy Articles for the Holidays.
ICTSPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE,.o
Marchl3t'
.25®* He shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention; is on theoutside wrapper; all others are swindling
BANKS of all kinds lor sale at this Office.
to please the public,
[Columbus, 0, Nov. 20,
unterfetts.
Feb ’ 26

SOOTHING SYRUP,

SASH, DOORS AY» BLIVDS.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer rrMIE

the present proprietor believes that in making them
widely known tbe public welfare is subserved.
It will soon bo for sale by all of Dr. Hoback’s num
SPECIALLY designed for the use of Medical
Profesiion and the Family, having superseded erous Agents, and at Hotels, 4c. the country over.—
In
the so-called “ Gini,” “Aromatic,” “Medicated,
” tho meantime, orders will he filled direct from
“ Schnapps,” etc., is now endorsed by all of tho pro Cincinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates.
It
is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed
minent physicians, chemists and connoisseurs, as
possessing all of those intrinsic medicinal qualities in one doz. cases, naif doz. sample cases will, how
(tonic and diuretic) which belong to the OLD and ever, he packed and sent to any address, if desired
Retail Price, St per bottle, or six for S3.
PURE Gin. Put up in quart bottles and sold by all
druggists, grocers, etc.
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East Fourt
A. M. EININGER & CO.,
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinnati,
(Established in 1778.)
Sole Proprietors,
Ohio. Laborntory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale in Knox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W. B.
For sale by D. 8. BARNES 4 Co., No. 31 Park
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
Row, New York.
D. 4 D. S. Fry, Controburg.
Our long experience and familiarty with tho re
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
quirements oi Druggists, and our superior business
Montague, 4 Hosack, Fredericktown.
facilities, enable us to furnish them with choieo LiR. McCloud, Millwood.
quors for medical and family use.
jan 22-yl
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
fredericktowjv fofsdry
Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty.
Hanna A Mercer, Bladensburg.
D. I’. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
L. D. RANKIH, Proprietor.
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
of Knox and the surrounding counties that he
continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown, Daniol Veatch. Mt. Liberty.
John Denny, Heller, and by druggists and me
Knox county, Ohio, where ho manufactures and
chants generally throughout the U. 3. Jan 23.
keeps on hand a general assortment of

JOHXS & CR©*I,BY’£
American Cement Glue!

®

WARE ROOMS.IT

NervousHeadache

Gin as a Remedial Agent.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,

justness <Lar7>s.

nE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United
States does not say that K. WILCOX has
a. 0. HURD.
FRANK H. HURD.
evacuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’s
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects to
R. C. HURD
SON,
I desire to inform the public that my
conduct his business as heretofore, in all its various
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
mar 12-tf
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
’
branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and made
[ARE COMPLETED!
to order on short notice, and as durable as can be done
ND
NOW
OPEN
for
the
reception
of
visitors.
—
at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the moun
W. L. DANE,
It is needless to comment upon my work, as it
tains, and in the latest style, according to eastern
recommends itself. I make Photographs from smallAttorney and Counsellor at taw.
fashions.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man miniatures to LIFE SIZE, PLAIN or
JUfT' OFFICE—Rooms formerly occupied by Hos
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit custo
mer
Curtis,
Esq.,
three doors south of the Bank,
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
mers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for their
Nov. 5-tf.
liberal support heretofore received, he solicits a con
Water Colors, or ludia I nit.
tinuance of the same, and asks as many new ones as
JOHN ADAMS,
feel they can trust him w ith their work.
Attorney and Counsellor at taw,
AT If
you
have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype of
ap 9:tf
E. WILCOX.
A
nd Notary Public,
a deceased friend, (no matter how poor,) it can be en
jCe~ OFFICE—In Ward’s New Building,
larged to any size and colored true to nature.
MEDICAL.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of
HE subscriber respectfully informs the communi
March 11-tf.
ty in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has set tho public this important branch of Photography. I
tled in said place as a regular practising Physician,
employ Mr. nALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledged
WILLIAM DUNBAR,
having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such solicits best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Attorney and Counsellor at Fair,
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at
patronage, especially from the female portion of socie
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
ty. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner of Main my Gallery.
Old Stand of Beam Sl Mead,
OFFICE—In Banning Building, northwest
and Gambier streets, entrance between Gannt 4 Co.
corner
of
Main
and Vine Streets, in the room former
and Munk’s stores.
AMBROTYPES
ly occupied by M. IL Mitchell.
je 14
fftTU Country calls promgtlv attended to.
July 23:tf *
JANE PAYNE. M. D.
And aH email work done on short notice. We extend
South-Best corner of Main and Gambier streets Mt.
HENRY S. MITCHELL.
Vernon, Ohio.
ap 30
a cordial invitation to all to call and examine Speci
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
mens.
IYEW FURNITURE..
And Notary Public,
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Taylor.
Gantt
4
Co.
’
s
Store.
Entrance
same
as
Dr
RECEIVING, at the old stand, sign of the
OFFICE—North side of Kremlin Block,
JOHN W. POWER,
N OW
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
Big Chair, over Sperry’s 4 Co.’s Store, tho
August 28, 1860-ly.
FTER an absence of many months, during which
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic
time he has been following his profession ofPho- Largest aud Best Stoelt of Furniture tures positively not taken at these rooms.
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
tographist and Ambrotypist in the principal galleries
nov 13-lv.
N. E. LEWIS.
Attorney at Law,
of I ine Art in the South and West, has returned to Ever offered for sale in this place, consisting in part
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Mt. Vernon, and opened his
TIIE CATARACT
of
Prompt attention given to Collections and 8e*tii*Union Gallery of Art,
SOFAS. TETE-A-TETES, LOUNGES,
ing all Claims entrusted to his care.
In the spaeious rooms prepared especially forhim im MARBLE TOP AND MAII0GNY TABLES,
C. F. Baldwin, is also a Notary Public, and
mediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus
CHAIRS, CANE AND WOOD-SEAT CHAIRS,
will attend to such business as is authorized by his
sell, Sturgcs 4 Co., West side of Main street, Mt. Ver STANDS, CRIBS, BEDSTEADS, and in fact every To the People of liaoi County und
commission, with promptness and despatch,
non, where he is prepared and furnished with the thing usually called for in the Cabinet line. I also
especially the Fadies.
April 10th, 1869-Cmo.
HAVE been for several years on the lookout for
means of executing his art in a rnannor not to be sur keep on hand and make to order, Curled llair, Cotton,
passed by any artist in the land.
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
EMMET W. COTTON,
'
and Ilusk
tried in my family and found some that did pretty
Ialfe-Sizcd Photographs,
Attorney and Counsellor at I.aw,
Painted in oil eolors, by the best artist of the North Matrasses, Feather Bolsters and Pillows. well as long as they kept in order. But they all soon
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO,
M est, Amhrotyes of all sizes, from minature to the
I have Bailey’s Curtain Fixtures, tho best in use.— failed in this respect and some shook themselves to
Will attend to all business intrusted to him, In any
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the Also, a few choice Gilt Mouldings. Picturo Frames pieces.
of
the
Courts.
most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames, made to order.
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine opera
OFFICE—N. E. corner of Main and Gam
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio. His
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent ted by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck with
Light will permit him to operate at all hours of the Burial Cases, and will keed them on hand.
its simplicity ! and especially with the fact that there bier Stroets, over Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring estab
Oct. 20.
day, and in all kinds of weather, having been prepar
The public are invited to call and examine my stock was no shaking motion to it. It had no moro tenden lishment.
cy to rattle to pieces than a grindstone, or a spinning SAMVEL ISRAEL.
ed under hi» immediate supervision. 11c feels confi and prices.
[ap 26]
W. C. WILLIS.
JOSEPH C. DKVIX
wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his machine
dent that nothing is wanting to make it a perfect Gal
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
n. u’farland.
wili.iam wells.
to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough trial in my
lery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to furnish all
McFarland
&
Wells
family, and also in some others; and became so well Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
country Artists with all kinds of Stock at Eastern pri
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
UAV3 JVST OrEXKD
satisfied with its merits that I purchased the patent
ces. The entire community are cordially invited to
Prompt attention given to all business entrusted to
right for several counties.
call at the Union Gallery of Art.
them,
and
especially
to collecting and securing claims
These machines are now manufactured at tho KofpsT' Don't forget to call at his Rooms over Rus
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham 4 Co., and I can in any part of the state of Ohio.
sell, Sturges A Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
OFFICE—Three doors South of the Knox
Juno 25th, 1861. tf.
On Main Street, orcr Hank's Saddle and Harness confidently recommend them as the best, machine for
Dec. 7-tf.
washing that I ever saw. They will wash any County Bank.
Shop, Second Floor, Oppoisite Russell,
amount of clothes from a shirt collar to a half a doz
Sturges dk Co.'s Rank,
~d. c. Montgomery””
HERE may be found a good assortment of en shirts, without tearing or wearing thorn. They
Attorney at Law.
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet-ware, of their are not liable to get out of order and will last a life
Hain Streei, Below the Knox County Bank.
own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. time.
All
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Buckingham 4 Co., will warrant them to giyc en
work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning done
KNOX COUNTY
Special attention given to the collection ef claims,
on short notice and in good style. Country Cabinet tire satisfaction. If not, the machine may be return
Makers will do well to give us a call. Wagon Hubs, ed in good order, within twenty days and the money and the purchase and sale Real-Estate.
Stair Banisters, Nuol Posts, Drops, and, in short, any will be handed back without asking any questions.
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows;
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
thing in wood, can be turned at our shop.
610 acress in Osage county, Missouri.
N. B. Lumber, Country I’roduee and Cash, taken
Mt. Vernon, June 12, 1860.
605 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at
302 acres in St. Francois oounty, Missouri,
tended to. A share of public patronage solicited.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
Feb 12, ’61;y
MeFARLAND 4 WELLS.
40-aero lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
83 acres in Mercer county, Ohio,
mar 1

Temperance,

P

LEWIS’

Fort Sumter Evacuated.

NEW

T

ile Subscriber would call the attention of the pub
lic to the fact, that the Old Lucereue Factory is
remowed to Mt. Vernon, at

NORTON’S OLD FACTORY.

C’ABIXET BUSINESS.

Joscpli O. IVTcortlxi

T

UIAAKES pleasure in announcing to file citizens of
J. Mt. Ve
Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
carrv on the

Cabinet Making Business.

{al. its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, whore
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs Bedsteads,
Washstands, Capboards, 4c., Ac.

UNDERTAKING.

I have provided myself with a new and splendid
Hearse, and will be ready to attend funerals whenev
er called upon. Coffins of till sizes kept on hand and
made to order.
J. S. MARTIN.
feb. 8 : tf

Dr. D. McBRIAR.

wm
Surgeon X>o3Ati/3t.
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per
manently located iu Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
practicing his profession in the best and most sub
stantial style of the art. and I would say to those who
may favor me with their patronage, that my work
shall and will compare both in beauty and durability
with any in the State. I would also say to those who
are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that I am pre
pared to treat all diseases of the mouth under any
form. Also to remove tumors from the mouth or an.
truju. All operation's warranted, and moderate char
ges. I have talien a lease of my present suit of
rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years with the refusal
of ten. The best of references can be given.
[June 19, I860.

W

And it is being fitted up with good Machinery fordo
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ro dy to
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimerc,
HAN TEL McDOWELL,
JOSEPH PENNOCK.
NATHAN U. HART. Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on shares of by the
f|TAKES pleasure in announcing
Yard.
I’EXAOEK & IB ART,
8 to the citizens of Mt. Vernon aud
Also. Carding and spinning; Carding Rolls and
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell 4 Co.]
vicinity, that having been in the bus Fulton XFNatxMLcS.XTy, Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work war
iness for 39 years, in this place, he
ranted
done in the best manner and as cheap as the
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
continues to manufacture CHAIRS
cheapest.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
and BEDSTEADS of every descrip
"Wool will be received at the Old Factory at LucerCONSTANT SUPPLY of Cooking Stoves and
REMOVAL.
’
tion, at his stand in Banning’s Build
II. E. WILKINSON.
Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all ene and work returned.
ing where he hopes, by making good
sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, TeaJune 19.
work, and selling at low prices to re- Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes,
DR. €. 51. KELSEY,
ceitc a continuation of the liberal Iron Fronts for Houses and Miscellaneous Castings
Valuable Farm for Sale.
patronage that has heretofore been extended to him. made to order.________
QfW I ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence,
Pittsburgh. Apr. 7:tf
All his work is made of the very best material, and
O200 cleared, and under good state of culti
AS taken for a term of years the rooms formerly
Taylor, Griswold & Co.
will be warranted to give entire satisfaction. The
vation, and containing a good frame Dwelling house,
occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Tay
Dealers
in
all
kinds
of
Foreign
and
Domestic
patronage of the public is respectfully solicited,
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
lor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the vari
jy 12; ty
STAPLE AND FANDY DRY GOODS, and two orchards of grafted fruit, situated in
ALSO
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio, ous duties of his profession with an experience of over
Latul Warrants.
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 34 miles from Frede 16 years constant practice, and an acquaintance with1
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, Ac.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by
ricktown. Said premises arc well situated, and are *11 the late improvement in the art, he feels confident
AT WHOLESALE AND DETAIL,
sending them to tho undersigned, can have them
watered with seven good springs, and two large of giving entire satisfaction. The best skill of the
No.
55,
SUPERIOR-ST.,
CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at two hun
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all profession warranted to be exercised in every ease.
Cleveland. April 6:y
dred and fifty dollars, payable in one year secured by
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately pro
in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to
the land.entered with tho warrant.
cured from the east.
W. P. COOKE & co.,
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
This is an excellent chance for investment, the lend
Entrance on Main street, between Taylor, Gantt 4
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
jan 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
er being rendered doubly safe, for having tho benefit,
Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
of the settlers improvements and selection of the finest
April 19, 1859-tf
___________
Bowii
Tetley,
lands in the West.
SHOE LINDINOS,
NO. 136 WOOD STREET, PITTBURGII,
SHEEP PELTS AND WOOL,
sash door AND blind
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
No. 35. Wafer Street,
June 30.
Omaha City, Nebraska Territory.
CLKVIiLAND, OHlt.
MPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar
ffSP Particular attention paid to orders.
J. B. BELL,
rel shot guns, sporting apparatus, gun maker ma flYIIE Subscribers would inform their friends and
W. P. COOKE.
E. DENNIS.
the public generally, that they have removed
terials, has just received, by Express, direct from the
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT,
Cleveland,
March
3I;tf
manufacturers, a splendid assortment of Colts Re their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, AV est of
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
High
Street, where, in connection with S. Davis, they
peating Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of I
VY7TLL select and enter Lands,locate Land WarCountry Merchants
W rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.
AN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any which wre will sell for cash at as low prices as they ' keep on hand and manufacture to order on short noParticular attention paid to Conveyancing,Paying
thing in our line, at Cleleland wholesale prices. i can be bought in the city of New York. Persons go- I ticc,
| ing to Australia and California will find that they Doors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings
may It
MORTON & SAPP.
Taxes, Loaning aHd Investing Money, and examin
' can do better by purchasing their equipage at home, Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular
ing Titles.
SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Bc-ef, just than they can among strangers—as wo give persons ; Planing aud Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order.
Refer to Judge Valey and Bug. Burnand,New
received at the Old Corner.
G. M. FAY.
i a chance to try any of the above pistols before loav*! Bre would ask for a new firm a continuance of the pa
York ; Wm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon,
Feb 25:y
ing tho city, and in case of a failure we refund the tronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
Marshall 4 Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman,
BYERS 4 PATTERSON.
,
money.
www-w
St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. II. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton,
'USTICE'S BLANKS, handsomely printed, for
ML Vernon, 0., June 12, 1860.
i Sopt. 11-tf.
BOWN & TSTIaEY.
Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J.
May 20.
sale at the Banner Office'.
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DENTIST,

H

P

Leather, Hides and Oil,

A

T

Rifle Manufacturers,

I

C

A

FA c TORY!
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